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BREEDING ECOLOGY OF RAPTORS IN THE
EASTERN GREAT BASIN OF UTAH
by

Dwight G. Smith' and Joseph

R.

Murphy-

ABSTRACT
A

comparative study of the breeding ecology
was conducted in the eastem Great Basin from 1967-1970. The project
was designed to deteiTnine the composition and

densities,

habitat

selection,

territoriahty

and early February.

usually in late January

ties,

The

of 12 raptor species

raptor breeding season tenninated with the
fledging of the young Cooper's Hawks and Bur-

rowing Owls

August.
the raptor populations
varied between years. Specific causes of mortality of eggs and voung included nest desertion
and destruction, predation, apparent egg infertility, and accidents, most of which could be
in late

The fecundity

and

predatory habits of raptorial birds in a semiarid en\iromnent. All topics were analyzed comparativeh', relating the requirements and activities of the 12 raptor species.
Average vearly population densities of all
species approximated 0.5 pairs per square mile,
but much of the available habitat was not utilized. Predominant raptors were the Ferruginous
Hawk and Great Horned Owl. Other important
raptors included the Golden Eagle, Red-tailed
Ha\\'k and Raven.
The breeding activities of the collective raptor populations occurred over a period of eight
months. Great Homed Owls and Golden Eagles

of

directly attributed to

some fonn

of

human

inter-

the

raptor

ference.

The observed home ranges
were a function

species

of their

of

body

size

and

breeding status.
The food of the raptors included at least 55
different prev species, but most relied heavily
on only one or two species. A correlation between raptor size and mean prey weight was
evident. No examples of raptor predation on
game or domestic livestock were found.

\\ere the first raptors to initiate nesting activi-

INTRODUCTION
Raptorial
levels

generally occupy the top
food webs and as such exert

birds

of their

territorial

considerable influence on local mammal and
avian prev populations. Shelford ( 1963) classifies
them as major permeant influents and suggests that the raptor populations of the Great
Basin desert fulfill roles equivalent to such
Li/nx
inannnalian predators as the bobcat
Tufiis), coyote (Canis latram). kit fox (Vtilpes
uiacrotis), and badger {Taxklca taxtis). Their
declining numbers and economic relationships
warrant additional interest, and studies of total
raptor populations are needed as a means by
wliich we ma\' elucidate their responses to
changing pressures and environmental conditions. Although their large size and predatory
habits render them conspicuous, their extensive

few previous attempts

nt
of

Biology.

Zoology.

Sonlliciii
lirit'.Ii.im

Coniiciticiil Slalo
Voiiii^ t,^iivci\ily.

('oIIckc
I'rovii.

present

difficulties

to

to study collective rap-

populations in detail.

tor

The

objective

of

this

study

is

tc;

provide

quantitative data on the breeding ecology of

Utah

central

(

'I)ep.trtnipnt
-DepiTrtlilcnl

recjuirements

raptor ecologists desiring to obtain data on representative populations. Hence, there have been

raptors. Aspects of the study

which
and

are emphasized include raptor populations
distribution,

their

yearly

and predation.

riality,

productivit)',

territo-

are

treated

All

topics

comparatively, relating the requirements
tivities of the 12 raptor species. The
studied include four buteonids, the
Eagle (Aqtiila chrysaetos), Red-tailed
(Buteo jnmaicensis) Fernaginous Hawk
recalls), and Swainson's Hawk (Buteo
,

New
lll.ili

Iliivon.

84()0i

<

oiinot lu

ill

Oft'jl')

and acspecies

Golden

Hawk
(Buteo
swain-
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sonii);

two

vcrius);

(Bubo

falcons,

tlic

Prairit>

Falcon

(Falco

and Sparrow Hawk (Falco sparthree owls, the Great Horned Owl

incxicantis)

,

virginkiniis).

Owl

Short-eared

(Asia

and Burrowing Owl [Speotyto cuni-

fltiiniiicus),

Hawk (Cirnis cijaneus),
Cooper's Hawk {Accipiter coopcrii), and Raven
(Corviis corax).
the Marsh

ciihiria);

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
on eiilleeti\e raptor populaNorth America have been conducted
ill
Michigan and W\i»ming (Craighead and
Craighead, 1956), the' Alaskan tundra
Pitelka,
Toni'ich and Treichel, 1955a, 19551)), and the
Tule Lake region of northern California (Dixon
and Bond, 1937; Bond, 1939). In other population studies Mathisen and Mathisen (1968) explored tin- species and seasonal abundance of
raptors in Nebraska, and Baunigartner and
Bauingartner (1944) examined the food habits
and population fluctuations of hawks and owls
in Oklahoma. Recenth' Hicke\'
1969) has summarized much information on the general status
and broad trends of cuiTcnt raptor populations,
but his work centers around the Peregrine Falperegrinufi)
Other comparative
c(.n
(Fiiico
studies have dealt with the ecology of Great
I'orned Owls and Rcd-tailcd Hawks. The more
informative of these have been conducted in
Wisconsin (Orians and Kuhlman, 1956), New
York (Hagar, 1957), and Minni'sota (LeDuc,
1970). Brown (1966, 1970) has provided much
inlormation on African raptor populations, parnetaili'd studies

tions

in

(

(

.

tieularlv

with respect to their niclu' allocation.

Other associative studies have focused on
a ]-)articular aspect of raptor ecology, most coniniDiih
predation. Specific comparative food
habits studies on hawks and owls have been conducted bv Fisher (1895), Errington (1932c,
1933), Mendall (1944), and Craighead and
Craighead (1956); on hawks by McAtce (1935),
Errington and Breckinridge (1938), Hamerstrom
;iii(l Ilamcistroin
1951), and Storer (1966); and
on owls bv Cahn and Kemp (1930), Wilson
(

(1938), Fitch (1947). Kirkpatrick and Conway
(1947), Pear.son and Pearson (1947), Marti
(1969a), and Earhait and Johnson (1970).
Life history studies of most of the raptors
have been conducted in a varietN' of habitats,

and many of them have been summarized in
Brown and

the works of Rent (1937, 19.38) and
Amadon (1968). The following arc

more noteworthv
literature

of a large

amount

the

of published

on various phases of the nesting ecol-

ogy of the raptors studied
gether with
studied:

among

the

rcjgions

in

in

this

report,

to-

which they were

Golden Eagle. C-'ameron (1905), McGahan
1968), Montana; Finley (1906), Dixon
Carnie
California;
Arnold
(19.37),
(1954),
North America; Wellein and Ray
(1954),
(1964), Boeker and Ray (1971), Rocky Moun(1967,

tains;

and

Sandeman (1957), Watson (1957), Brown
Watson (1964), Lockic (1964), Brown

(1969), Scotland.

Great Homed Old. Dixon (1914), Fitch
(1940), California; Errington (19.32b, 1938),
Iowa; Swenk (1937), Missouri Vallev; Baumgartner (1938, 1939), Iowa and New York; Errington,

north

Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom
1940),
United States; Houston (1971),
(

central

Saskatchewan.
Ferruginous Hank. Cameron (1914), MonBowles and Decker (1931), Angell (1968),
Washington; Salt (19.39), Canada.

tana;

Hawk. English (1934), Michigan;
Swenson and Tillotson (1946). California;

Red-tailed
Fitch,

Austing (1964), North America; Luttich, et al.,
(1970), Luttich, Keith and Stephenson (1971),

Canada; Scidensticker
Swainson's

Montana;

(1970),

Hawk. Cameron

Bowles and Decker

Montana.
(1908,

1913),

(1934),

Wash-

ington.
Prairie Falcon. Decker and Bowles (19.30),
Washington; Fowler (1931), California; Bailey
and Niedraeh (1933). Webster (1944), Enderson (1964), Colorado; Edwards (1968), Alberta.

Marsh Hawk. Breckinridge (1935), MinneErrington and Breckinridge (1936), northcentral United States; Hammond and Henry
(1949), North D;ikota; Hamerstrom (1969),

sota;

Wisconsin.
Cooper'.s

i

Hawk. McDowell (1941), Schrivcr

(1969), Pennsylvania;
and Pennsylvania.

Meng

(1959),

New

York

S})arrow Hawk. Sherman
(1913), Iowa;
Rocst (1957), Oregon; Endcrs(m (1960), IIlinois; Heintzelman (1964), Heintzelman and
Nagv (1968), Pennsylvania; Wilkmghbv and
Cade (1964), New York.

Short-eared Owl. Kitchin (1919), WashingSinder and Hope (19.38), Toronto; Lockic

ton;

i

'

BiOLor.iCAi, Sf.hies, \'ol.

(1955),
BorrtTO
(1962),

Scotland;

18,
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Johnson (1956), California;
Short and Drcw-

(1962), Colombia;
Michigan; Munyer

(1966),

Thomsen

(1967), Holyoak and Ratcliffe
Britain

and Ireland;

Great

(1968),

Ratcliffe (1962), England.

Illinois.

Old. Rhoades (1892), Florida;
Errington and Bennett (1935), Scott (1940),
Iowa; Grant (1965), Minnesota; Coulombc
BurroiL'ing

(1971).

Utah Raptohs

(1971), California.

Raven. Oberholser (1918), North America;
Harlow (1922), Pennsylvania; Bowles and
Decker (1930), Washington; Nelson (1934),
Oregon; Cushing (1941), California; Parslow

Literature pertaining to raptors of the Great
Basin
includes
egg-collecting
notes
(Wolf,

1928);

population studies of wintering eagles

(Edwards, 1969); nesting studies of the Golden
Eagle, Great Horned Owl, and Ferruginous
Hawk (Murphy, et al., 1969); raptor population
trends ( White, 1969a ) and notes on interactions
between Red-tailed Hawks and Great Homed
;

Owls (Smith, 1970).

STUDY AREA
12 inches over the majority of the rest of the

Location and Topography
This study was conducted in an 80-squareof the eastern edge of the Great
Basin Desert in north central Utah. It included
parts of Utah and Tooele Counties, in Townships 7 and 8 South, Range 3 West, Salt Lake
base and Meridian (Fig. 1). The area chosen
is
a representative portion of the habitat of
this part of the Great Basin. Its coverage is
thought to be sufficient to enable the compilation of an accurate record of the raptor species
niile section

populations.

The topography

characterized bv broad,
flat, alkaline valle\s separated b\- high ridges
and hills. Its major ph\siographic featines, from
east to west, include Cedar Valley, the Thorpe
and Topliff Hills of the Tintic Range, and Rush
is

Valley. Valley elevations range from 4800

ft

in

5300 ft in Rush Valle\ Maximum elevations were 6190 ft in the Thorpe Hills
and 6453 ft in the Topliff Hills.
A major feature of the hills was tht- numerous sandstone and limestone cliffs and rock
outcroppings resulting from the erosion of a
series of Paleozoic strata ranging in age from
the Lower Cambrian to Upper Pennsylvanian

Cedar Valley

(Bullock,

to

1959;

.

Bissell,

et

al.,

1959)

area. Slight local variations occur, with the higher elevations

receiving larger amounts

1967). Although the area receives

sheer walls
200 feet in height.
steep,

occasionalK'

exposures are bare.

Approximate annual temperatures range from
-30°C to 65°C. Wide seasonal and daily variations occur, amounting to as much as 30°C or
more during the summer months. July is the
hottest month of the year, averaging 23°C. Subzero temperatures can be expected for short
periods from December through mid-March.

High winds are a common feature of the
months and rnay result in locally
heavy dust stonns. These become less severe but
early spring

may

persist

throughout

Water flow

is

all

months

seeps,

The

general climatic conditions of this por-

tion of the Great Basin

have been characterizi'd

Fautin (1946) and Shelford (1963). The
mean annual precipitation is 16 inches at the
extreme northern edge of the study area and

by

are

Vegetation

Two distinct vegetational associations occur,
the northern desert shrub and the dwarf conifer
communit\-. The desert shrub community is
present over lower elevations of most of the
valley floors and consists of various shrubs and
grasses (Fig. 3). Several of these,

Climate

of the year.

ephemeral and no permanent

ponds, or impoundments
present within the study area.
streams,

(Fig. 2).

reaching over

Feltis,

most of the moisture falls
through May and July through August. Exposure particularly alters the pattern with respect to snowfall accumulation and persistence,
and north facing slopes may have from 3 to 12
inches of snow for over a month after southern
fall,

A

second striking feature of the hills is the presence of several large quarries, originally mined
for clay, calcite, or limestone, but long since
abandoned. These cjuarries are characterized by

(

some snowfrom March

becoming

lo-

continuous
stands, include, in order of their importance,
(Artemisia tridentata ), rabbitl)ig sagebrush
shadscale
(Cliri/sothamnu.s nau.scosu.s)
i)rush
(Alriplex confeitifolia). i^reast'wood {Sarcohacally

dominant and fonning

large,

,

ttis

vermiculatus)

,

winterfat

(Eurotia

hiiuita),

HiuciiAM Voi'SG Univeivsity Science Bulletin

Fig.

1.

Location, topograpliv

.iiul

wgetation of

flic

shulv area.

.

Hi(n.(H;K:\i. Skhiks.

Vol.

18,

No. 3

Bueedinc Kcologv ok Utah IIaptoivs

;l#^-

Fig. 2.
anil

\i(\\

the

of

a portion of the Thorpe Hills, showing tho> nnmeroiis
nature of the Pinyon-Juniper community.

kali) ami hoisobriisli
Both Indian liccgiass
(On/zopsis hijmenoides) and cheat gias.s {Bromus tectorum) arc present throughout most of
the shrub stages, with the latter apparently increasing its coverage Christensen and Hutchin-

Russian

thistle

(Salsola

{Tctnuhjmia ghibnita).

(

son. 1965).

The

and hills support
woodland biome
characterized by the

better drained slopes

the pigm^'

limestone

and

sandstone

cliff

lines

seattered

conifer

forest

or

in this area.

Hardy 1945 did record 79 bird
pigmy conifers and noted that 14
)

(

species of the

were summer residents.
The major mammalian herbivores include

species

the

mule deer (Odocoilciis hemiomts), black-tailed
(Lepus califoruicus), Townsend's
jackrabbit
ground squiiTcl {Spermo])hilus townsendi), an[Ammospermophilus
ground squirrel
telope
leucunis),

desert

cottontail

{Sylvilagus

audu-

and desert wood rat {Dipodomys sp. ),
pocket mouse (Perognathus sp.), and several
miuids and cricetids. Carnivores other than raptors include the mountain lion (Felts concolor),

(Kendeigh, 1961 j. Tiiis is
uniform physiognomy of its principal species, the
two most important being Utah juniper {Juniand pinyon pine (Pimi.i
pertis osteospcrma)
mdnoplu/Ua). The trees average approximately
10-1.3 ft in height and occur in stands varying
in densit\- from 10 to 100 trees per acre ( Smith,
1968). Important shrubs of the underston' include matchweed (Gutierrczia sarothrac) and
Ephedra {Ephedra sp. ). Other components pres-

houi),

ent in lesser amounts include cliffrose (Cowania
mcxicana) and mountain mahogany (Cercocar-

gopher snake {Pituophis melanoleucus), striped
lizard
collared
{Coluber taeniatus),
racer
(Crotaphytus collaris), and Uinta lizard {Uta

ptts ledif alius).

fox (Vulpes macrobadger {Taxidea
and
mfiis),
tis),
taxus). Two of the more common summer bird
species include the Honied Lark {Eremophila alf)cstris) and Mourning Dove {Zenaidura ma-

coyote (Canis latrans),

kit

bobcat {Lynx

croura).

Common

reptile

species

include

the

stamburiana)

Faunal Elements
Fautin (1946) listed a total of i286 animals
known to occur in the northern desert shrub
communit\', including 28 mammals, 45 birds
(exchisi\'e of the raptors and aquatic species),
10 reptiles and 203 insects. Most of these also
occur within the pinvon-juniper community
which to dat(^ has recei\ed no in-depth study

Human
Two

Utilization

small settlements are present immediand portions of

ately northeast of the study area

the adjacent land are dry-fanned, but the most
important human activities include livestock
raising and hunting. Most of the valleys and
lower elevations are seasonally utilized for sheep

HiuciiAM VouNG Univeksity Science Bulletin

range and are heavily overgrazed. In addition,
the direct infkicncc of Hvestock interests has
resulted in the initiation of predator control
programs and govennnent trappers periodically

accessible by graded dirt roads, and large numbers of deer hunters in season and rabbit hunters

remove coyotes, bobcats, and

throughout the year utiUze the area for sport.

kit

foxes.

Recreational hunting activities assume major
Almost all parts of the area are

proportions.

ii'-?«'»gT;s.'«.:

Fig.

.3.

Sagebrush ami IniiR-hgrass

comiiiuiiit\

iif

Cedar

X'allev.

METHODS
The

stud\'

was conducted from December

1966 until August 1970. Most of the field work
took placi' duiing the four breeding seasons but
observations were recorded during every month
of the year. Intensive field work began in December of each \ ear and continued through
August. During this time at least weekK' or bi\isits were made, but often the observaperiods were more frequent. Throughout
the four breeding seasons the longest interval of
time between successive visits was 13 days in
April 1970,

weekly
tion

Field data cards were designed and printed,
and copies of that portion of the study area
mapped by the U,S. Geological .Survey were

Xeroxed. All observations on raptor nests, acand locations were recorded on them
and supplemt^nted by tape recorded notes.
The major task of the observer during each
breeding season involved the location of all

tivities,

raptor nests. These were found by systematically
searching all potential nest sites; that is, all cliff
lines, rock outcioppings, and wooded areas were
methodicalh' examined. Discovered nests were
plotted on an area survey map, then gaps in
the distribution wen- intensively reexamined
lor missed nests or signs of raptor activit\' several times dmintr the breedini: season. Additional techniques were employed to discover
nests; these included observations of behavioral
patterns (particularK displays and tiTritorial
postures), the mapping of old nests, and the
utilization of a fixed

The

wing monoplane

for aerial

proved to be of limited use,
due prinuuilv to its miniminn speed and altitude
re(|nirenu'nts, but was useful in checking the ocsurve\s.

latter

cupane\' of nests of the previous years.
Instances in which apparently nonnesting
pairs or individuals were occupying an area
necessitated numerous additional and time-con-

.

Biological Stints, \ol.

18,

\i

BiittDJNc;

Ecology of Utah Haitous

suming checks to ensure the accuracy of their
status. Apparent transients required similar efforts.

Certain raptor species required proportiongreater efforts than others in locating their
nests. This proved to be particularly true of the
Great Homed Owl and Short-cared Owl. Their
secluded nest sites and nocturnal habits required several earlv morning and late evening
visits in an effort to locate hooting males. Baumgartner (1939) and Errington (1932b) employed
this method successfully in other habitats, but
the extreme ruggedness of most of the study
area terrain allowed only partial success. However, both owl species were observed occasionall\'

during these two time periods, particularly
on overcast davs or on rainy or snowv days. In
contrast, Burrouing Owls were easily located
because of their great diurnal activit\', more accessible nesting sites, and the habit of one or
both of the adults of roosting atop or alongside
the burrow. Onl\ t\\'o of the diurnal raptors, the
Marsh Hawk and Sparrow Hawk, presented
problems with respect to the location of their
nests. Both species are conspicuous during their
daily acti\'ities but verv secretive relative to the
actual location of their nests. These were most
easily found by continuous observation of the
adult pairs, one of which would eventually return to the nest site. Three of the Marsh Hawk
nests were found only after the increased development of the \oung had rendered their locaally

tion conspicuous.

The
nest

tendencN' of raptors to reoccupy their

sites

detail

and

later)

territories

(to

be discussed

in

greatly facilitated the task of lo-

cating nests during the last three years of study.

Data used

to

compute the raptor

activity

based primariK' on the more readily
accessible nests. In addition, the necessary time
period between field observation days promotes
a possible time error of two days. Tlie presence
of the investigators may have accelerated some
timetables

is

events in the nesting cycle, with the fledging
period being particularly vulnerable to change.
Raptor territories and food habits were determined during the nesting seasons of 1969 and
1970. Territories were plotted by observations
of pair activities from blinds and by plotting
sight locations.

The

points of

maximum

distance

from the nest site were then connected and the
encompassed area determined with a compensating polar planimeter. The determined territory has been described as maximum territory
(Odum and Kunezler, 1955) or home range
(Craighead and Craighead, 1956). Food habits
of all raptors were determined by weekly tabulations of prey items and analyses of pellets
gathered from the nest site. Again the more accessible nests were checked most frequently.
After the prey had been identified and counted
it was removed from the nest. An exception was
to leave fresh prey for the young, after marking
it for identification. Pellet contents were identified by comparison with specimens of the BrigUniversity Life Sciences Museum
following techniques described by
Errington (1930, 1932a), Glading, Tillotson and
Sellech (1943), and Moon (1949). Dr. V. A.
Southern Connecticut
entomologist.
Nelson,

ham Young
collection,

State College,

New

Haven, Connecticut, assisted

in the identification of

some

insect remains.

All statistical analyses followed

programs

for

Model .3000 computer except regreswhich was determined using Fortran pro-

the Epic
sion,

grams. Numerical data within the text is normally presented as mean data, followed by the stan-

sample number, and range. The "t"
of variance and chi-square tests
were used to compare data, and linear regression
analysis was used to test the significance of
dard

error,

test,

anah'sis

correlated variables. The level of significance is
0.05 unless otherwise noted. All analytical meth-

ods are discussed by Goldstein ( 1964
Simpson, Roe, and Lewontin ( 1960 )

)

and

RESULTS
Basic Population Data

The study area supported
dividuals of

a total of .354 in-

12 raptor species during the four

years of study. This included 141 nesting pairs,

20

and 32 individuals. The
was as follows: Golden
Great Homed Owl, 31; Fer-

nonnesting pairs

species

breakdown

17 pairs;
Eagle,
ruginous Hawk, 40; Red-tailed Hawk, 26; Swainson's Hawk, 5; Prairie Falcon, 3; Marsh Hawk,

Cooper's
eared Owl,

5;

I; Sparrow Hawk, 10; ShortBurrowing Owl, 6; Raven, 16.

Hawk,
1;

Population Composition and Density

Annual species populations are presented in
\-4. Both the total nesting population
and the number of nesting species varied from
Tables

year to year. The collective raptor population
consisted of 8 species in 1967 and 1968, 9 in

8

Bioi.or.icAi, SiiiiiEs,

Table

4.

Summary

Vol.

IS,

No.

.3

Hui

i

dino Ecology ok I'nii

of raptor nesting populations, 1970.

H.^i'tou.s

.

10

Biur.iiAM

munallv

in

canyons and lightlv wooded areas

near settlements. Dnriiig the daylight hours the\'
ranged widely to hunt in the \allevs, returning
to a communal roost shortly before dark ( Edwards, 1969). Estimated populations of each in
the study area were 30 Bald Eagles and 18

Rough-legged Hawks.
Winter live trapping studies revealed 5 Longeared Owls ( Asio ottis ) and a number of Shorteared Owls. The latter were frequently observed
(up to 8 individuals per group) ranging outward from their diurnal communal roosting
sites during the late evening hours.
An average of 25 Marsh Hawks, 2 Shai^pshinned Hawks (Acripitcr striatus), 3 Red-tailed
Hawks, 1 Ferruginous Hawk, and 1 Screech Owl
(Ottis asio) were present in the \'alleys during
the winter months. The Marsh Hawk populations indicated a major influx of this species into
the area during the winter, but the status of the
wintering Red-tailed Hawks and Ferruginous
,

Hawks was uncertain. Two of
Hawks wintered in the yieinit\'
I lawk nesting
been permanent residents.

used Red-tailed

The populations

these

of

tlie

Red-tailed

of a previously

site

and ma\ have

winter

residents

fluctuated and appeared to be related to climatic
changes, particularly temperature. Their numbers declined sharply in late JanuaiT and earl\'
February, and they left the area by mid-March,

with the arrival and
rapid buildup of the breeding populations.

a

transition

Transients.

coinciding

Known

transients, including

Red-

and Cooper's Hawks were observed from late Februan" to carK' Maw Large
numbers of transient Sparrow Hawks were observed between early April and mid-Ma\-, simul-

tailed, Swainson's,

taneously with the arri\al of tlie breetliiiu
population of Sparrow Hawks. A single Osprev
{Pdiuliiin liali(ictus) was observed roosting in a
dead cottonwood in Cedar Valley on 29 April
in the late e\-ening and presumabh' roosted
overnight. The niajorit\' of the transients remained onK one or two da\s in the area, particularh'

those observed later in the breeding

YouNC Uni\

changed with respect

i-.nsirv

Scmknc:!-. Bi'i.i.etin

to the total raptor

popu-

lations.

Golden Eagles and Great Horned Owls were
the

first

raptors to initiate their nesting activity.

Golden Eagles were observed occupying their
territories as early as 20 Januars', and courtship
displa\s were observed from this time onward.
Their nests were constnicted or rebuilt in February and early March and decorated with greenery. A Great Horned Owl was recorded on its
nest site of the previous year on 2 December
and pair fonnation had occurred as early as 10
January in some years. Average egg deposition
dates for both species ranged from mid-February
to earl\' March, with Golden Eagles generally
preceding Great Honied Owls b\- one or two
weeks.
Red-tailed and Fenaiginous Hawks were the
of the migrator\- raptors to arri\'e in the
study area each year. The first Red-tailed Hawks
were observed in the vicinit\' of previous nesting
first

during the first week in Febniar)' and were
paired within one or two weeks, .^t this time
pairs would react aggressively when the nest
site was approached, screaming and soaring in
increasingly higher circles overhead. Onl\' three
pairs were observed constructing nests, but the
sites

process was a mutual activit\', with both members of a pair transporting juniper branches to
site. Eggs were usually deposited in
March and earlv April. Tlu' first Ferruginous Hawks were obsened from two to five
weeks later, usually during the first week in
March but as earl\ as 25 February. Eggs were

the nest
late

deposited in mid-.\pril. As with Rednests were constructed rapidly

usualK

Hawks,

tailed

both members of a pair until finished, usualK within one to three da\s. Both species were
higliK secretive during nest eonstniction and
if
intirrupted would fre(iuentl\' stop building
activities and begin another nest at a new site.
In-

FiMruginous
e\

to

eurrenc(\s)

rences

Hawks
than

)

Swainson's

season.

exhibited a greater tendennests ( 12 ocRed-tailed Hawks (5 occur-

abandon newly constructed

Hawks were

the last of the Buteos

are presented

appearing in the- \alle\s in earlx and
inid-.\pril and beginning their nesting between

Tables .5-8. The breeding activities of the
populations occurred over a period of eight
months and avi'raged 202.7 da\s a year (range
163-22S da\s). Ho\\e\er. the in(li\idual species
activities occupied only a portion of this period.
.\lthough slight yearly variations in the timing
and duration of the events of the nesting c\cle
were evident, the chronological sequene(> of
each raptor species reniaincxl essentialh un-

two and three weeks later.
Of the medium and small sized raptors, the
Ra\-ens were the first to begin nesting, usually
from late Februarv- to mid-Mareh. Fairs of Prairie Falcons and Marsh Hawks were observed
in late March and early April. The Prairie Falcons were \er\ aggressive at this time both
toward humans and other raptors, particularly
(ireat Horned (a\]s. which if flusliefi were at-

Activitij timetables.

The

\cdv\v

tables of the raptor populations
in

aeti\'it\- tiTne-

to

nest,

I
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although no actual contacts were obdeposition dates of the
Marsh Hawk were computed, using the results
from the 1970 data for this species. Individual
Short-eared Owls were observed in the vicinity
of their nesting territon' in the first week in
March, and activit)' dates computed from the
data of Bent (1938) and Craighead and Craighead ( 1956 ) indicate that egg deposition occurred within three weeks. Sparrow Hawks
were observed as early as 10 April, perched on
conspicuous locations in the vicinity of their
future nesting sites. Pair bonding had occurred
by 27 April and egg deposition from two to
tacked,

served.

The 1969 egg

three weeks later.

By

late April

Burrowing Owls

were seen roosting beside the entrance to their
nest holes and protested vigorously when investigated. Their activity' timetables were computed from the date of fledging on the basis
of data given by Bent (1938).

oi'

Ut.mi Uai'toiis

on the study area and clearly indicate that the
were unevenly distributed. The majority
of sites were present at middle and higher elevations and consistently distributed along the
periphery of the central mountains or within the
woodland. Only Burrowing Owl, Marsh Hawk,
and Fenuginous Hawk (one nest) nest sites
were present in the valleys, below the fringes
of the Pinyon-Juniper woodland.
nests

Nest Site. The nest site selections of the 12
raptor species are summarized in Table 9. The
raptors nesting on the study area utilized a wide
variety of sites, but some species exhibited a

narrower range of selection than others. Actual
sites chosen by one or more species included
cliffs,
quarries, abandoned mining structures,
trees, burrows, or the ground.
Almost 35 percent of the nesting sites se-

for the Cooper's

Hawk, but backdating 31 days (average from
Craighead and Craighead, 1956) suggests that
in this area their territories are selected by midApril.

The breeding

raptor populations were well
established by April and Mav, which were the

months of ma.\inium activity. By late May and
early June nests of the Great Horned Owl were
terminated with the fledging of the voung. By
the end of June and the first week of July,
Red-tailed Hawks, Ferruginous Hawks, Golden
Eagles, Ravens, Prairie Falcons, and Marsh

Hawks had

all

completed

their nesring activities,

and Swainson's Hawks, Burrowdng Owls, and
Sparrow Hawks had finished their nesting efforts bv late July and earlv August.
The newly fledged young of most species
remained within the nesting tcnitor\- for a period
after fledging and were frequently seen in family hunting groups. Defense of the young by
adults was particularly strong during this time
period but gradually lessened. Within three to
five weeks the young had drifted out of the
nesting area and into other parts of the valley.

The migratory

began moving out of
the area in late August and early September.
Their replacement by the first elements of the
wintering population was not as sudden as the
spring transition, and the interim raptor populations consisted only of pemianent residents
which were consequently comparatively low in
number.
species

Nest Site Requirements
Figures 4-7 show the
\early distribution of raptor nests (all species)
Spatial Disirihution.

were located

lected

by

sites

Only egg dates are available

13

in cliffs.

The choice

of cliff

five of the raptor species appears to

be

related to several factors, including the physiography of the cliff, its vertical height, aspect,

and height above the valley
Excluding the rock walls of quarries, which

position, altitude,
floor.

are actually artificial structures, the maximum
height of cliffs within the study area did not

exceed 150 feet, and the great majority averaged
less than 50 feet. Two distinct types, sandstone

and limestone, are present. Limestone

cliffs,

because of their distinctive weathering patterns

which

result in

numerous crevices and

ledges,

provided greater numbers of suitable nesting
sites

The

and were heavilv
position of the

Cliff

utilized

bv the

cliff refers to its

which overlooked the

sites

preferred over similar

raptors.

remoteness.

valleys

were

located in the interior of the hills. Sites were frequently chosen
in the first large cliff (over 20 feet high) above
the valley floor. This was particularly evident in
locations where several cliff lines were available
at

increasingly

higher

cliffs

elevations

in

stairstep

fashion.

Several abandoned quarries within the study
area were utilized for nesting sites by at least
six

The amount of use
and ruggedness of the

of the raptor species.

was related

to the size

walls and was apparently independent
amount of human disturbance. The largquarries were utilized simultaneously by

quarr\-

of the
est

two or three raptor species ever\' year.
Trees were also a common nesting site (34.6
percent) on the study area. The; majorit)' were
located in junipers, the predominant tiees in the
area, but a few were constmcted in pinyon,
cliffrose, and cottonwood. Nests in jimipers and
cliffrose were most frequently constructed in
the

tops

of

the trees,

approximately

11

feet
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Table

9.

Summary

of nesting site selections of raptors

on the study

area,

1967-1970.
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Ferruginous Hawk ground nest
hatched egg. May, 1968.

Fig. 8.

in

central

Cedar

Valley-

Till'

of Prairie

contains

nest

two chicks and one un-

Falcons prevented a pair of Great

Homed Owls

from successfully completing their
nesting attempt and then took over the aban-

doned nest
in

site

(

Fig.

10 )

Marsh Hawk nests were
Cedar Valley and averaged 4930 ±

The

four

situated

27.6 feet

in elevation (range 4870-4990 feet). All nests
were located in thick sag(>bmsh and rabbitbrush.
Although all were ground nests, their location
within the extensive sagebrush growth rendered
them relatively inaccessible.

Tlic only nesting of the Cooper's Hawk on
the study area was in a juniper at an elevation
of 6020 feet. The site was located deep within
a dense juniper stand atop a ridge between two
adjacent peaks, and overlooked Rush Valley.
The nest was small and hidden within the middle branches of the tree.

Sparrow Hawks nested in junipers, quarries
and abandoned mining structures. Nests averaged 5460
49.7 feet in elevation (range 5.3505670 fe(!t). Quarr)' sites were actually small
crevices in the \-ertical walls which ranged from
•

<S-32 feet abo\'c the

Fig.

9.
Hed-tailed H:nvk nest
Vallev. Tooele Co.. I'tah.
top of tiest. May 1972.

in

juniper tree, Skull
vouiig visible al

Two

(juany

floor.

The scrape

of

these nests was most often simply a hollowed
out portion of the dirt floor. Both tree nests
w(>re sitiiatetl in small crevices within the tree

tmnks. Both types of nesting

sites

were

also used

BioLcx;icAL Seiues,

Fig.

Cliff

10.

Starlings

l)V

same

18,

\'()l.

nesting

site

(Stunii.s

No. 3

of

Bheeuing Ecology of Utah IUptoks

Prairir

vulgaris)

Falcons

and Great

nesting in the

The onh' Short-eared Owl nest on the study
area was located at an elevation of 4S90 feet.
The

nest site was placed at the base of a large
clump of sagebmsh and was partially sheltered
and hidden b\' its branches. A few twigs had
been arranged on the nest floor and down was

among them;

otherwise,

no nest con-

was attempted.
Nests of the Burrowing Owl averaged 4920

struction

±

hanging

Oivls in

ledge

the

or

western Thorpe

1.6 feet in elevation

(range 4920-49.30 feet).

The

three nests of the 1969 season and two of
the 1970 season were grouped together, fomiing
small colonies which were located in a stand of
grea.sewood, in dry sand and soil ( Fisj. 11).

Hills.

which prevented

rockshelf

direct exposure of the nest

localities.

placed

Homed

21

(Fig. 12).

Reoccupation of Nests and Nesting Localities.
Most of the regularly nesting raptor species
showed a strong tendency to reoccupv their territories and often their exact nesting sites of the
previous year. This was particularly true of
crevice-nesting raptors, and it is probable that
these partially protected sites are used for an
indefinite number of breeding seasons. Table 12
summarizes the reoccupation data. Unfortunately
it was not possible to mark individuals, hence
it

is

impossible to detemiine

if

the

same

pairs

a dr)' reservoir. All

were present each vear. However, many pairs
and individuals of pairs exhibited distinctive
color or plumage patterns and behavioral characteristics and could be identified on this basis.
Most of the large raptors selected different

of

nest sites within the

The remaining
kit

foxes,

was located in the bank of
were within unused burrows
badgers, or Townsend's ground
nest

squirrels.

With feu' exceptions Raven nests were located in the most remote, inaccessible regions
of the study area. Their average elevation was
5950 *- 65.5 feet (range 5590-6;32() feet). All
were well constructed, compact, and set far
back into a protective crevice. All had an over-

same territory each vear.
This was particularly true of the Fermginous

Hawk which

selected a different nest site 75

percent of the time, but also remained within
the same locality for suc-eessive years 77 percent
of the time. Similarly, pairs of Golden Eagles,
Great Homed Owls, Red-tailed Hawks, and
Svvainson's Hawks showed strong attachments to

22
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Fig.

11.

Burrowing

Ov

nesting

site

in

-*'

northeastern

Cedar Valley,

July

1970.

Both

adults

are

on

the

moiincl.

and were often found there
even during years in which tliey did not nest.
Long term consecutive occupation of a nest site
was more rare. One pair each of Great Homed

a particular area

Owls (nesting

in a cliff site) and Ferruginous
(nesting in a tree site) occupied their
respective nest sites for all four vears of this

Hawks
same

study. Another Great

Horned Old

pair liad oc-

cupied their nest site for the fourth consecutive
year but were displaced by a Prairie Falcon pair.
Several pairs of Golden Eagles, Great Homed
Owls, Fcrrusinous Hawks, and Red-tailed Hawks
reoccupied the same nesting site for three consecutive years, and every large raptor occupied
at

least

years.

one nesting site for two consecutive
Most commonh-, those species which

nested in a different site selected a new site
veiy near that of the previous Near. For example,
a pair of Golden Eagles selected three sites in
the same (juarr\- for three a>nsecutive vears,
each but 3() feet from the previous years site.

The same phiMiomenon was observed
ruginous,

The amount of
to

the

success

Fig.

12.

Raven

nest located in \v<'ll-[>rotected crevice.

in

Fer-

and Swainson's Hawks.
shifting appeared to be related

Ri'd-tailed,

dei^ri'c

of

disturbance

of the pre\'ious

as

well

as

the

but pairs
often tolerate considerable disturbance
year's

nest,

would
and ri'main within the same nesting localitv.
Of the medimn and small raptors, thi' Raven
showed the greatest population stabilitv'. The

Biological Sehies,
Tablf

12.

\'ol.

18,

No. 3

BiiEiiiiiNC

Siimman,' of reoccupation of nesting

sites

and

Ecology of Utah IIaptohs
territories.
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Clutches of the Svvainson's Hawk averaged
0.17 eggs (.5 clutches, range 2-3). There

±

were no significant variations in clutch size between any of the foin- study years. Total yearly

with the hatching percentages being as follows:
84.7

1967,

±

8.7

percent; 1969, 76.7

±

±

fecundity averaged 2.7.5
0.6 eggs, rating lowest of the large raptors on the study area.
(Comparisons of the average clutch sizes of
the large raptors indicate that the mean clutch
size of Ferruginous Hawks was significantly
larger than the Golden Eagle (t= 8.23), Great
Horned Owl (t= 2.11), and Swainson's Hawk
(t= 4.76) average clutches but did not differ
significantly from average Red-tailed Hawk
clutch size (t= 1.01). Red-tailed Hawk clutches
averaged significantly larger tlum those of Golden Eagle (t— .5.72) and Swainson's Hawk

YouNC Univihshv Sciknck Buli.ktin

7.1

percent;

±

75.9

1968,

±

7.6

10.24 percent; 1970, 84.2

percent.

From 1967-1970 Golden Eagle

nesting

ef-

(t= 3.2) but did not differ significantly from
Ferniginous Hawk or Great Homed Owl (t =
4.47 for both) and Swainson's Hawk clutches
(t=2.63). Golden Eagle and Swainson's Hawk
clutches did not differ significantly from one
another (t= 0.678).
Of the smaller raptors, onlv Sparrow Hawks,

hatched 70.8 it 14.9 percent of all eggs for
an average of 1.2 young per nest per year. However, the breeding seasons of 1967 and 1970
were highly successful, hatching 100 percent of
all eggs produced for an average of 2.0 young
per nest; whereas the combined results of 1968
and 1969 revealed a two-year hatching success
of less than 42 percent and an average of but
0.88 young per nest.
The average hatching success of Great
Horned Owls from 1967-1970 was 89.4 ± 3.6
percent for an average of 2.5 young per nest
per year. Great Horned Owl hatching efforts
were most successful in 1967
100 percent
hatched, average of 2.0 young per nest) and
least successful in 1969 (80 percent hatched) although the efforts of 1969 actualh- resulted in a
greater number of young (2.5) produced per

Marsh Hawks, and Ravens had

nesting effort.

sufficient clutch

size data for analysis.

averaged 5.22 ±
0.38 eggs ( 9 clutches, range 4-7 ) No significant
differ<>nces between \earl\' clutch sizes were
found. Total yearly productivity averaged 10.0

Sparrow

Hawk

clutches

.

±

2.18 eggs.

Clutches of the Marsh Hawk averaged 5.0
±1.4 eggs (2 clutches, range 3-7). No comparisons were possible.

Raven clutches on the study area averaged
5.35 ± 0.,34 eggs ( 14 clutches, range 3-7). There
were no significant differences between yearly
clutch

±

size.

Total

productivity

averaged

18.8

1.9 eggs.

No

differences were found beaverage clutch sizes of the Marsh
Hawk, Sparrow Hawk, and Raven but all were
significantly larger than the clutches of the
large raptors on th(> study area.

tween

significant

th(>

1967 the ov(>rall hatching
success of the efforts of all nesting raptors on
7.6 percent, the highthe study area was 82.5
(>st of the foiu- study years. In 1968 the overall
hatching success was 77.4
5.7 percent, but in
contrast the lowest hatching success occurred
9.2 percent).
during the 1969 season (75.6
In 1970 the overall hatching success was slightly
4.7 percent. There were no
higher at 82.0
significant variations in yearly overall hatching
success between any of the four study years.
The overall hatching success of the five large
when calculated separately
raptor
species
In

Ilatchahilitij.

±

±

±

'

showed no

significant differences

between

years.

forts

(

The average hatching success of Fermginous
Hawks on the study area from 1967-1970 was

± 5.2 percent for an average of 2.3 young
produced per nest per \'car. Ferruginous Hawk
nesting success was lowest in 1967 (5.3.3 percent
65.2

hatched, 1.3 young per nest) but highest in 1969
(81.8 percent hatched, 3.0 \()ung per nest). The
hatching success was comparati\el\- low during
all four breeding seasons, and a total of .35
eggs produced no young.
Red-tailed Hawk nesting efforts successfully
hatched 76.7 :^-: .3.9 percent of all eggs produced
from 1967-1970 for an average of 2.3 \'oung
per nest per year. As with Ferruginous Hawks,
Red-tailed Hawk hatching success was highest
in 1969 (88.9 percent hatched, 2.5 young per
nest) but lowest in 1970 (69.2 percent hatched,
2.2 )'oung per nest).

Swainson's Hawks had the highest hatching
success of an\- raptor on the study area, successfully hatching all eggs produced each year.
Swainson's Hawks averaged 2.2 yoimg per nest
per year but hatched 2.5 young per nest in 1969,

their

most jiroductive

The

\-ear.

Prairie Falcon nest for

which the

initial

known hatched all five eggs.
Hatching success is unknown for the Cooper's
Hawks and liunowing Owls (the latter because
of the inaecessibilitN' ot the nests). The only
Short-eared Owl nest on the study area hatched
clutch size was

six

young from a clutch of seven eggs (85.7
The two Marsh Hawk nests for which

percent).

clutch size data are available hatchcxl 70 percent

Biological

.Seiuiss, \'ol.
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an average of 3.5 young per nest,
but the figures are misleading inasmuch as one
nest successfulh' liatchcd all seven eggs of the
clutch whereas the other nest failed to produce
any young.
of the eggs for

Sparrow

Hawk

hatchabilits'

known

is

for

1968-1970. During this time their hatching suc4.9 percent for an average
cess averaged 94.1
of 4.7 young per nest. Their hatching success
was greatest in 1969 and 1970 ( 100 percent

±

hatched

in

both \ears).

From 1967-1970, Ravens

±

successfully hatched

produced for an
average of 3.64 young per nest. Raven hatching
success was highest in 1970 (85 percent hatched,
5.0 \oung per nest) but lowest in 1969, when
less than 46 percent of the total eggs produced
hatched young for an average of 2.2 young per
70.5

7.6 percent of all eggs

nest.

Comparisons of hatching success between the
different raptor species reveals that Swainson's
Hawks had a significantly greater degree of

success than

overall

Ferruginous

Hawks (t^

and Red-tailed Hawks" (t:= 5.85) but did
not differ significanth' from the other large raptors. Great Horned Owls had the second highest

6.70)

hatching
than Feniiginous

overall

var\' significanth-

success,

Hawks

significantly

(t=r:

higher

3.S3) but did not

from that of the other larger

raptors.

Fled<iino Success.

The

overall fledging suc-

on the study area was highest
in 1970 (61.6 ± 8.5 percent) and lowest in 1969
(53.4 ± 6.1 percent), with the 1967 and 1968
breeding seasons showing intemiediate success
cess of all raptors

(60.2

±

7.4; 59.7

±

6.8"percent, respectively).

There were no significant differences in fledging
success between any of the study years. Data
involving only the large raptor species of the
study area revealed a similar overall fledging
success, with 1970 again being the most success± 10.6 percent),
ful breeding season (77.8
7.8 percent),
1969 the least successful (57.7
and 1967 and 1968 again having intermediate

oi-

Utah HArrons

The overall fledging success of Great Homed
Owls from 1967-1970 was 75.6 ± 7.2 percent
for an average of 2.0 young fledged per nest.
The yearly fledging range varied from 100 percent (2.0 young per nest) in 1967 to a low of
70 percent in both the 1968 and 1969 breeding
seasons ( 1.75 young per nest; 2.33 young per
nest, respectively). Great Homed Owls successfully fledged the highest percentage of young
each year among the large raptors on the study
area, but Fermginous Hawks fledged a similar
overall average of 2.0 young per nest.
Ferruginous

cc^nt,

±

8.9; 62.9

respectively). Again there

±

were no

9.1 persignifi-

cant differences in fledging success among amof four study years.
From 1967-1970, Golden Eagle nests on the
13.4
stud\- area successfully fledged .S5.2
average
an
clutches
for
original
of
their
percent

±

1.0 young fledged per nest. Fledging rates
were highest in 1967 and 1970, when combined
data indicate a survival rate of 75.0 percent and
1..33 young fledged per nest, and lowest in 1968
and i969,\vhich had a combined fledging average of 35.4 percent and 0.75 young per nest.

of

Hawks on

the study area sucan overall average of 56.2
5.3 percent for an average of 2.0 young per nest
per year. Fen-uginous Hawks were most successful in 1969 and fledged an average of 2.67 young
per nest during this season, the highest number
fledged per nest by any of the large raptors during any study year. In contrast, their relative
fledging success during the other three study
years was but 50.6 percent for an average of
1.63 young fledged per nest for each of the

±

cessfully fledged

three years.

From 1967-1970 the average fledging
Hawks was 58.9 ± 4.6

cess of Red-tailed

suc-

per-

cent for an average of 1.74 NOimg fledged per
nest. As with the Ferruginous Hawks, Red-tailed
Hawks had their greatest fledging success in
1969 (72.2 percent) and also produced the greatest number of young per nest (2.17 fledged per
nest) during this breeding season.

Swainson's Hawks had the second highest
fledging success on the study area, averaging
13.4 percent during the four study years.
72.5
Although their average clutch size was highest
in 1969, they fledged but 1.0 young per nest this

±

vear, the lowest of the four study years.
Of the medium and small raptors, Prairie

Falcons in 1970 fledged but 20 percent of their
clutch of fi\'e eggs while Short-eared Owls
fledged none of six young.

Burrowing Owls fledged an average of 10

±

degrees of success (61.3

25

\-oung per xcar in 1969 and 1970, for an average
of 3.33 \-oung per nest per year.
From 196S-1970 the average fledging success

Sparrow Hawks on the study area was 59.1
8.8 percent for an average of 2.83 young
fledged per nest. Sparrow Hawk fledging success was highest in 1970 (80 percent, 4.0 young
per nest) but low in 1968 and 1969; the combined data for these two \ears indicates a fledgof

±

ing success of 48.7 percent for an average of 2.6
voung fledged per nest per year.

The overall fledging success of Ravens on
3.3 percent for an
the study area was 47.4
average of 2.57 young per nest. Raven fledging

±
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success was consistently low, but was higher in
1967 (57.1 peiccmt, 3.0 \oung per nest) than

during the remaining study years.
Mortaliti/.

The hatching and

fledging per-

centages presented in Tables 14-17 are based on
the total number of eggs produced. The mortality percentages of each of these stages can
therefore be detemiined by subtracting the represented figures from 100 percent. Specific
causes of the loss of eggs or young were often
difficult or impossible to determine, but important causes included nest desertion or destruction, human interference, predation and

apparent egg infertility (sec Table 18).
Nest desertion was observed in evciy raptor
species except the Raven and Cooper's Hawk,
with 24.1 percent of the established nests eventualK' being deserted before the fledging of the
young. The majority were deserted before eggs
Table

14.

Species

Summaiy

Uni\ khsity Science Bulletin

had been deposited, and

all

species

showed an

increasing tendencv to tolerate disturbance after
the young had hatched. Human interference,

including the presence of the investigators, was
the probable cause of the greatest number of
desertions, but many raptor pairs tolerated a
considerable amount of disturbance and yet
their nests (see Smith and Wilson
[1971]for a discussion of individual and species
differences in toleration of disturbance).

retained

Red-tailed Hawks and Great Homed Owls
exhibited a tendencv to desert their nests (33.3
and 25.9 percent respectively). Both select very
utilize the same
1968 and again in
1969 a Great Horned Owl flushed from its nest
was attacked by a pair of Red-tailed Hawks

similar nesting sites
site

in

and often

alternate years.

In

nesting in close pro.ximitv.

Red-tailed

of productivity of raptor nesting populations,

Hawk

1967.

nests

In both cases the

(both

containing

full

Biological Series,
Table
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Kai'i'oh.s

of productivity of raptor nesting populations, 1969.
Total

Species

Golden Eagle
Great Horned

Owl

Hawk
Hauk
Hawk

Ferriiginou.s

Red-tailed
Swainson'.s
Prairie

Av.
clutch

clutch

clutclies

size

size

4
6

2.2

2-3

12

3.7

6

3.0

2

2.5

3.3

Falcon

Marsh Hawk

2

Hawk
Sparrow Hawk

2

Gooper's

Owl
Burrowing Owl

3

Raven

4

4.5

Short-eared

Totals

Range

No.
toniplete

41

5.5

of

no.

of

eggs
produced

No.

Perecnt

No.

Percent

yoiuig

young

young

young

hatched

hatched

fledged

fledged

DiiiciiANt

Tabic

18.

Summar)' of causes of mortality, 1967-1970.
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was infertile. Both Golden Eagles and Great
Horned Owls also produced infertile eggs. In
1968 a Golden Eagle pair produced a clutch of
two eggs. One egg disappeared early during
the incubation period, but the adult continued
to incubate the remaining egg. After 49 days
the egg had not hatched and was subsequenth'

abandoned. Raven nests also appeared to produce a high number of infertile eggs on the
studv area, with 6.7 percent of their total eggs
judged to be infertile.
Reasons for other egg losses are mostly unknown, but the eggs usually disappeared during
incn])ation. Howe\er, one case is interesting. In
196S a Red-tailed Hawk pair produced a clutch
of two eggs. During the incubation period one
member of the pair was found destroyed (presumabh' shot). One egg disappeared but the
remaining adult rcmated with a new individual
and successfully incubated and then fledged
a )'Oung from the remaining egg.
Losses of young are also combined because

knowledge of specific causes. Juvenile
mortalit\' occurred most commonly in Raven
nests, but Golden Eagle, Great Horned Owl,
Ferruginous Hawk, and Red-tailed Hawk juve-

of lack of

niles also occasionalb' disappeared.

Little infomiation was obtained on postfledging mortality, although this is the period
during which the majority of deaths among
first-year birds occurs
(Hickey, 1949; Lack,
1954; Sprunt, 1963).
In previous studies on
raptor mortalit\' in this area, Ellis, Smith, and

Murphy (1969) recorded a high percentage of
among birds which had been illegally

juveniles

shot b\- hunters and suggested that juveniles are
particularly \'ulernable to tliis fonn of destniction.

Territoriality

The

and concept of a territory has
been much discussed in the literature (Noble,
1939; Nice, 1941, 194.3; Odum and Kuenzlcr,
1955). Within the study area, however, the
minimal amount of intraspecific home range
overlap coupled with the ver\- few instances of
observed territorial defense suggests that the
most applicable concept is the "maximum home
range" category- as described by Odum and
Kuenzler (1955). Using this method, the extreme positions and movements (jf raptors arc
plotted and connected and the area contained
definition

within is the derived liome rantje. The home
ranges plotted in 1969 and 1970 were determined from a minimum of 25 obser\ations per
pair.

Home Range Estahlislitnetit ami Defense.
Home range establishment dates of all raptor

>!•
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species from 1967-1970 have been previously presented in Tables 5-8. At the beginning of the
raptor breeding season, the permanent residents
selected their future nesting sites and confined
their activities within a restricted area. During
this period Golden Eagles were often observed
in such conspicuous activities as soaring, courtship display, and occupying a prominent perch.
Great Horned Owls were frequently active in
the early evening hours making short flights
from one perch to another. Both individuals

and

pairs were observed hooting from the
cover of one perch, then making a short flight
to a new perch and hooting again. No intra-

were observed
although on a few occasions
a Golden Eagle of one nesting pair flew within
sight of the nesting locale of a neighboring pair,
maintaining a good distance from the actual
nest site. Indeed, the pairs at times seemed to
be keeping watch on their neighbor's nest while
specific or interspecific actions

during

this period,

establishing their

own

territorial

much

rights,

manner described by Di.xon (1937). No
Golden Eagle and Great Homed Owl interacin

the

tions occurred, although pairs nested in close
proximity in 1968, 1969", and 1970. There is little
or no overlap in their respective activity patterns and they do not usually come in contact
with one another. Unlike other large raptors.
Golden Eagles did not attack flushed Great
Homed Owls e\'en when owls were flushed
within 50 feet of active Golden Eagle nests.
Returning migratory pairs rapidly occupied

their

territories

and assumed

estab-

territorial

lishment acti\'ities. Ferruginous, Red-tailed, and
Swainson's Hawks were highly aggressive at
this time. In several locales Ferruginous Hawk
pairs nested in close proximity. Their morning
and evening soaring flights frequently provoked
interaction, and at times members of three pairs
would be observed soaring but short distances
from one another. Usually the act of soaring
kept the pairs distant, but occasionally one
would apparently venture too close and provoke
a response. One or both members of a pair
would posture and chase one or both members
of another pair simultaneously, although no
actual contact was ever observed. In one ex-

ample of

Hawk

interspecific

contact,

pair attacked a Great

had landed some 30 feet from

Hawks

dov(> at

it

in

a

Ferruginous

Horned Owl
its cliff

\\'hich

nest.

The

turn several times, each

time coining to within 3-9 feet of its head but
a\oiding contact. The owl in turn met each attack by raising its wings in defense posture
and vigorously clapping its beak. The hawks
persisted until the owl flew into a nearby cliff
crevice,

whereupon the hawks resumed

their

Bbioiiam Young Univehsity Science Bulletin
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In

soaring.

case the

this

Ferruginous

Hawks

and occupied their territory of the previous year in the moniing and
were activel)- defending it in the late afternoon
had arrived

of the

in

same

the area

day.

Hawk pairs defended their terriGreat Horned Owls, Ferruginous
Hawks, and Golden Eagles but no intraspecific
Hed-tailed

tories against

were observed. Red-tailed Hawks always attacked flushed Great Horned Owls and
on at least three occasions struck from above
with open talons, although never visibly injuring
conflicts

them. The owls made no attempt to defend
themselves during such attacks but instead flew
to the nearest cover. On one occasion a Redtailed Hawk pair attacked and drove a Golden
Eagle out of their territory. Tlie eagle was persistently attacked from above when approximately 1 1/5 miles from the Red-tailed Hawk
nesting site and rapidh' flew out of the area,
followed for a distance by the red-tails. Redtailed Hawks also threatened Ravens, but onlv if
close to the nest site. The Ravens maintained
from soaring Red-tailed
a cautious distance
Hawks and usuallv onlv a swoop in their direction sufficed to chase them away.
Encounters between Swainson's Hawks and
FerRiginous Hawks often occurred and are discussed by Murphy, et. al., (1969).
Prairie Falcons quickly and aggressively reacted to the presence of anv raptors within
their nesting vicinitv during this period. How-

Ravens were tolerated surprisingly close
and in 1970 a pair of
Ravens nested within 75 feet of an active Prairie
Falcon e\rie. Both sites, however, were out of
sight of one another and hidden within recesses
ever,

to the nesting vicinity,

in cliffs.

was obtained on agmediumand small-sized raptors during this period. Generally their nests were widely spaced and showed
no overlap, with the exception of the Burrowing
Owls. A Sparrow Hawk pair was observed atVer\' little information

gression and territorial reactions of the

tacking
feet

a

above

Red-tailed
its

nest

Hawk

site,

flying about 50
but reacted passively

presence of Ravens and Golden Eagles.
Burrowing Owls vigorously protested disturbances from investigators but allowed Marsh
Hawks to fly within their home ranges. Marsh
to the

Hawks were similarly tolerant of the Burrowing
Owls and on two occasions nested within the
home range
As

the

of Short-eared Owls.

breeding

season

progressed, the
aggressixe toward
one another and fewer aggression contacts were
observed. At times much tolerance was shown
raptors generally

became

less

toward other raptor species flying over the nest
site, while on other occasions they would be
attacked and driven away. Definite vertical territoiy limits appear to be present and were
easily observed during the reactions of a pair
to the presence of investigators.

On

several oc-

second and sometimes a third pair
were observed soaring above a nesting pair
which were themselves attacking the investigators. At these times the intruding pairs remained unchallenged as long as they maintained
their higher altitudes.
However, in one such
instance a Ferruginous Hawk pair from a nearby nest flew over a Red-tailed Hawk nest at low
altitude; the intruders were immediately attacked
b\' the nesting pair, which suceessfulh' drove
them awav after one grappled with one of the
Ferruginous Hawks.
casions

a

Home Range Coverage. The home ranges determined during the breeding seasons of 1969
and 1970 are plotted in Fig. 13-21. Generally
the specific size and shape of the raptor home
ranges appeared to be a function of their size
and breeding status i.e., nesting pair, nonnesting pair, or individual), the topography of the
surrounding locale, and apparently the breeding
population densities. Home ranges of nesting
raptor pairs were usually larger than home
ranges of nonnesting pairs and both maintained
larger home ranges than individuals of the
same species. Almost all of the raptors nesting
in the foothills had home ranges extending far
into the desert but only short distances into the
interior of the hills. Their nests, therefore, were
usuall)' located at the edge of the home range.
Average home ranges of all raptors except
(

Hawks, Sparrow Hawks, and Burrowing Owls were larger in 1970, correlating
Swainson's

with

decreased raptor population
however, were significantly
larger than the average home ranges of 1969.
Additional home range information of the raptor
species is presented as follows (only home
ranges which were entirely within the study
area limits are included in the following data).
the

overall

densities.

None,

The iiome ranges
pairs averaged 9.05

of nesting

±

Golden Eagle

sq miles in 1969 (3
pairs, range 6.6
11.8 sq miles) and 8.98
0.6 s(i miles in 1970 (3 pairs, range 7.91
10.3
sq miles). Maximum diameters of the home
rani^es a\ c-ra,y;ed 4.09 -± 0.4 miles in 1969 (range
3.08
4.99 miles) and 3.85
0.4 miles in
1970 (range 3.25
4.8 miles). Golden Eagles
possessed the largest home ranges of any raptor
nesting within the stud\' area and appeared to

—

1.1

-

-

±

—

be

little

also

aifeeted

appear

to

1)\

±

topograpliic barriers.

eoiisistenti\

utili/.e

a

They

sizeable
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their home range, in contrast to
the smaller raptor species on the
study area. In 1969 an individual Golden Eagle
occupying a home range in the southeast portion of tlie stiul\' area maintained a home range

portion

many

of

of

of 2.48

s(i

maximum

miles with a

diameter of

removed from
the home ranges of the nesting Golden Eagle
2.33 miles, although

it

was

far

Home ranges of Great Horned Owl pairs
0.1 sq miles in 1969 and 2.16
averaged 1.88
=t 0.2 sq miles in 1970 (7 pairs in 1969 and
2.22 sq miles and 1.36
1970 each, range 1.62

±

—

2.7 sq miles, respectively).

home

Maximum

diame-

±
±

ranges in 1969 averaged 1.87
2.53 miles) and 2.1
0.1 miles (range 1.3
2.8 miles).
0.3 miles in 1970 (range 1.89
Great Horned Owls ranged widely into the deserts from their nesting sites in the foothills and
maintained large home ranges. Their home
ranges appeared to he restricted by the topograters of

—

—

and pairs from two
on opposite sides
of the Thorpe Hills showed no home range
ox'crlap although both nesting sites were active
phy of the nesting

locale,

nests only 0.46 miles apart but

all four breeding seasons.
Instead, the
hunted in opposite valleys and were never
observed near the tops of the intervening ridges.
In other areas, however, slight overlaps in adjacent home ranges were observed between
three pairs in 1969 and two pairs in 1970. In
1970 two nonnesting Great Horned Owl pairs
maintained home ranges of 1.64 d= 0.2 sq
miles, significantly smaller than the average

during
pairs

home
3.2).

=

at the 0.001

3.0.3,

level of probability).

Home

ranges of individuals tm the study area in 1969
and" 1970 averaged 1.51 ± 0.07 sq miles (3 individuals, range 1.36
1.66 sq miles) and were
significantly smaller (t
3.7) than the home
ranges of 1969 and 1970 pairs.

—

=

pairs.

—

home range of 1.76 sq miles, the smallest home
range of any Ferruginous Hawk pair of that
year and significantly smaller than the average
home ranges of the 1970 nesting pairs (t
a

ranges

of the five

The observed home

=

nesting pairs (t
range of an individual

1969 was about 1.04 sq
miles with the maximum diameter of 1.72 miles,
relatively smaller than the home ranges maintained by either nesting pairs or nonnesting

on the study area

in

pairs.

The home ranges of Ferruginous Hawk pairs
averaged 2.04 ± 0.2 s(j miles in 1969 (9 pairs,
range 1.36
3.02 sq miles) and 2.52 ± 0.2
sq miles in 1970 (5 pairs, range 1.76
3.10
sq miles). Maximum diameters a\eraged 2.0S6
± 0.1 miles (range 1.51
2.61 miles) in 1969
and 2.02 ± 0.1 miles in 1970 (range 1.75
2.6 miles). As with Great Horn(>d Owls their
shapes and boundaries were in large part determined by topography, and all observed home
ranges extended widely into th(< valleys but
only short distances into the hills in which the
nesting site was located. Five adjacent home
ranges overlapped in 1969 and three in 1970,
although in no case was the degree of overlap
extensive. In 1970 a nonnesting pair possessed

—

—

—

-

In 1969 the

home

ranges of four Red-tailed
2.19
0.2 sq miles
(range 1.48
2.78) and had average maximum
diameters of 2.21
0.13 miles (range 1.79
2.48 miles). In 1970 the home ranges of
four Red-tailed Hawk pairs averaged 2.805
0.3 sq miles (range 2.16
3.74 sq miles) and
had average maximum diameters of 2.25
0.09
miles (range 2.07
2.52 miles). Home ranges
of Red-tailed Hawks were larger than the home
ranges of other Butco and Great Horned Owl
pairs but smaller than Golden Eagle home
ranges. In 1969 home range overlaps occurred
between four adjacent Red-tailed Hawk pairs
and in 1970 between two adjacent pairs. As
with other large raptors, the home ranges of
Red-tailed Hawks ranged widely into the deserts but very little into the hills. The average
home ranges of two nonnesting pairs in 1970
were 2.59 :h 0.3 sc] miles, significantly less than
the average home ranges of nesting pairs (t

Hawk

pairs

±

averaged

—

±

—

±

—

±

—

=

The home range

of an individual
area in 1969 was 0.92 sq
miles, also significantly smaller (t
5.4) than
the average home ranges of the 1969 Red-tailed
3.95).

present on the stud\

—

Hawk

pairs.

Swainson's Hawk pairs possessed the smallhome ranges of any of the large raptors on
the study area and averaged 1.83
0.23 sq
miles in 1969 (2 pairs, range 1.6
2.06 sq
miles) and 1.18 s(j miles in 1970 (1 pair). The
average maxinmm diameter of the 1969 home
ranges was 2.09 miles ±0.1 miles (range 1.94
2.23 miles) and that of the 1970 home ranges
est

±

—

-

1.51 miles. As Swainson's Hawks were few and
widely spaced, no overlap of home ranges occurred. Indi\iduals (one each year) were present in both 1969 and 1970 and maintained average home ranges of but 0.87
0.03 sq miles,

=

significantly smaller (t

age home ranges of the

The home ranges

±

3.51) than the aver-

pairs.

of

two

±

Prairie

Falcon

1970 aviTaged 2.35
0.12 sq miles
(range 2.18
2..52 sc} miles)
with average
maximum diameters of 2.09
0.05 miles (range
2.01
2.17 miles). Prairie Falcons maintained
the largest home range of any of the mediumpairs

in

—

—

±

)
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and small-sized raptors but they were

also larger

the average lionie ranges of the Swain-

than

Hawks nesting in 1970. Craighead and
Craighead (1956) found similar large Prairie
Falcon home ranges ni-ar Moose, Wyoming.
Possible reasons for the maintenance of such
large territories b\ a medium-sized raptor are
presented by Schoener (1968). In 1969 an individual Prairie Falcon maintained a narrow
home range of 1.64 sq miles with a maximum
diameter of 2.59 miles.
son's

The home ranges

of

two Marsh Hawk

pairs

±

0.3 sq miles (range
1969 averaged 1.62
1..58
1.66 s(| miles) and had average maxi0.09 miles (range
mum diameters of 1.83
1.7
1.95 miles). In 1970 the home ranges
0.15 sq miles
of three pairs a\eraged 1.74
2.02 sq miles) and had maxi(range 1.38
mum home range diameters averaging 1.97
2.62 miles). Marsh
0.13 miles (range 1.58
Hawk home ranges were entirely within the
Cedar \'allev area east of the Thorpe and Topin

~

±

—

±

—

±

—

liff

Hills.

Hawk home

ranges averaged 0.31
0.08 sq miles in 1969 (4 pairs, range 0.18
0.56 sq miles) and 0.26 sq miles in 1970.
Maximum diameters of the ranges averaged
0.743
0.003 miles ( range 0.63
0.81 miles
None of the
in 1969 and 0.62 miles in 1970.
wideh' spaced Sparrow Hawk nests overlapped.
In 1970 an individual maintained a home range
of 0.16 sq miles with a maximum diameter of

Sparrow

±
—

~

±

0.58 miles.
In

1969 the a\erage

home

ranges of three
0.11 sq miles
0.62 sq miles). In 1970 the aver-

Burrowing Owl

—

pairs

was 0.36

±

(range 0.16
age home range of three Burrowing
was 0.28 ± 0.04 sq miles range 0.20
(

Owl

—

pairs

0.36 sq

The avera,u;e maximum diameters of
the 1969 home ranges was 0.71
0.09 miles
(range 0.53
0.91 miles) and of the 1970 home
ranges was 0.593 zt 0.05 miles ( range 0.51-0.72
miles).

±

—

All Burrowing Owl home ranges were
located east of the Thorpe and Topliff Hills and
confined to the valley floor, primaril)- within
the greasewood communities. The home ranges

miles).

of the three adjacent pairs of 1969

jacent pairs of

The only Short-eared
area occupied in 1970 a
miles, with a

and two ad-

1970 overlapped considerably.

maximum

Owl pair on the study
home range of 1.48 sq
diameter of 1.76 miles.

In 1969 an individual Short-eared

Owl had

oc-

cupied the same territory but had maintained a
home range of only 0.66 s(j miles with a maximum diameter of 1.21 miles. In both cases the
home range extended o\cr the vallev floor and
did not enter the foothills or hills.
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In 1969 two Raven pairs possessed home
ranges averaging 2.31 ±: 0.32 sq miles (range 1.86
2.76 sq miles ) with average maximum diameters of 2.22
0.15 miles (range 2.07
2.53
miles).
In 1970 two Raven pairs maintained
home ranges of 2.74 =t 0.17 sq miles (range 2.5
2.98 sq miles) with average maximum diameters of 2.12
0.26 miles (range 1.76

—

—

±

—

—

±

2.48 miles).

Raven

pairs maintained larger

home

ranges than all of the other raptor species except Red-tailed Hawks and Golden Eagles.

They

also appeared to be little influenced by
topography and possessed widely ranging terri-

tories.

Intraspecific

Nesting and

and

Interspecific

home range

Associatioi^.

associations

between

raptor species are examined as follows through
an analysis of observed hostile interactions
( 1 )

between species, (2) the degree of overlap of
intra- and interspecific home ranges, and (.3)
measurements of distances to nearest neighbors
of all raptor species.

A catalog of obsei'ved hostile interactions is
presented in Table 19. All forms of interactions,
including stooping, pursuits, fights, and displays
are combined. Most of the observed interactions concerned territorial disputes or nest defense or displacement activities caused by the
presence of the investigator; this has been previoush' discussed in other sections of this paper.
The two most aggressive species appear to be
the Ferruginous and Red-tailed Hawk, and one
is tempted to suggest that their aggressiveness
directly results in their high nesting populations
and positions of dominance. Undoubtedlv their
high populations and competition for similar nesting sites produce some conflicts both within the
species populations and between these and other
raptor species with similar habitat requirements,
such as Swainson's Hawks. The similar habitat
requirements of Red-tailed Hawks and Great
Horned Owls almost certainl\- produces the
same' degrees of hostile interactions.
Unfortunately, many of the observed interactions were
prompted by disturbance caused by the investigators. This is particularly true of the previously discussed attacks on Great Horned Owls
by Red-tailed Hawks, Ferruginous Hawks, and
Prairie Falcons, and it is probable that this nocturnal species has little or no contact with these
hawks in its normal activity patterns, although
both Cameron (1914) and Weigand (1967)
observed Ferruginous Hawks attacking Great
Horned Owls.
Few interactions of any kind were observed
ix'tween an\ of the medium- and small-sized
raptors. Their small populations and wide dis-
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Table

19.

Catalog of interspecific and intraspecific interactions observed on the study area from 1967-1970.

.
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Bkei-dinc

1''.(:()i.()gv

nests avfiagod only 0.695 ± O.IS miles
1.52 miles), but distances be(range 0.05
tween Golden Eagles and the large Butco
0.22
hawks on the study area averaged 1.54
miles to Ferruginous Hawk nests (range 0.55

Owl

—

±

-

1.52 ± 0.13 miles to Red-tailed
2.65 miles ) and
Hawk nest sites range 0.83
3.91 miles to
2.32 ± 0.994 miles ( range 0.73
2.51 miles);

—

(

;

—

Swainson's

Hawk

nesting

sites.

)

Despite their

similar nesting requirements, distances be-

ver\

tween Golden Eagle and Ra\en

nests averaged
(range 0.06
3.0 miles).
Distances between adjacent Great Horned Owl
0.21 miles (range 0.64
pairs averaged 1.19

±

1.37

— 3.5

0.21

miles

—

±

The maximum

distances were observed between nests across areas which lacked
suitable nesting cliffs and had verv little cover.
Great Horned Owl nests were often in relatively
close proximit\' to nests of most of the diurnal
0.16 miles to FerruButeos, averaging 0.766
1.7
ginous Hawk nest sites (range 0.21
miles); 0.8S6
0.17 miles to Red-tailed Hawk
nests (range 0.004
1.4S miles); and 0.677
0.09 miles to Raven nests. As with the Golden Eagle nests. Great Horned Owls nested far
from Swainson's Hawk nesting sites, averaging
- 0.16 miles distant (range 1.85
2.69
2.2
miles).

±

±

—

—

)

Distances

Hawk
0.81

between

adjacent

Ferruginous

±0.1

miles (range

nests averaged 1.55

—

3.39 miles).

Ferruginous

Hawks

aver-

aged 0.826 ± 0.13 miles (range 0.39-2.06 miles)
from Red-tailed Hawk nest sites and 0.788 ±
0.13 miles (range 0.29—1.06 miles) from Swainson's

Hawk

nests.

In contrast, distances to nests

Riuen averaged

±

range
0.46
2.44 miles). Distances between adjacent
Red-tailed Hawk nests averaged 2.05
0.18
miles (range 1.27
4.2 miles) and were the
most widely spaced of the large raptors except
for those of the Swainson's Hawk and Raven
nesting sites, averaging 1.17
0.07 miles to
the former (range 0.95
1.35 miles) and 1.08
*:
0.12 miles to the latter (range 0.55
1.84
of the

1.3

—

0.22 miles

(

±

—

—

±

—

miles).

Me;isurements

medium- and
unre;ilistie

of

distances

between

the

small-sized raptors proved to be

because of their small populations

and wide range of habitat reejuirements. The
majority were ver\ distant from any of the
larg(> raptor nesting sites, but exceptions were
noted. Frairie Falcon pairs nested within 0.013

(within the same eliffiine) of an active
Great Horned Owl nest, and Ravens in 1968
nested but 0.28 miles from a (iolden Eagle nest,
miles

witli

,ill

\i)ung.

Utah Raptohs

nests successluli\

ficdging at

le;ist

one
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Adjacent Marsh

±

Hawk

nests averaged 2.39

0.57 miles apart (range 1.12

—

3.65 miles).

Marsh Hawk, Burrowing Owl, and
Short-eared Owl nesting sites were in close
Most

of the

proximiti}

(i.e.,

less

than one-half mile apart);

undoubtedly a

result of their similar habirequirements. Nests of the Burrowing Owl
colony averaged but 0.042 ±: 0.01 miles apart
(range 0.015
0.08 miles) and were the most
closely spaced of anv intr;ispecific nests on the
study area.
In summary, intraspecific nests maintained
minimum average distances apart, with the
noted exception of the Burrowing Owl; but interspecific nesting site distances varied greatly,
primarily because of apparent tolerance differences among species and the influence of activity patterns which will be discussed later,
all of which combined to reveal the habitat as
a mosaic of distinct home ranges centering
around the nesting sites.
this

is

tat

—

—

±

miles

ii"

Hunting Activity Patterns and Habitat

The hunting activity periods of the raptors
are presented in Fig. 22 and 23. These were
derixed from observations of birds from blinds
and from notes on the specific activity of raptors when sighted. The area contained within
the lines represents the relative degree of activity, and the thin lines which may or may not be
presi'ut represent additional but limited activity.

Although

it

is

a

well-known fact that
if hungry or when
young, they do exhibit

raptors will hunt at any time
in

need of prey

for their

definite hunting periods.

The

activity patterns

of all of the diurnal raptors fall into a pattern

morning and afternoon or early evening hunting periods, and all showed a lull or
midafternoon period of inactivity. Among the
large raptors, Ferruginous Hawks were the
first to initiiite hunting activities in the day,
and their most intensive hunting periods occurred from first litijlit, 0545 lirs to sunrise (approximately 0600 hrs) and between 1745 hrs
and 2045 !ns in the late afternoon and evening
until shortly after sunset.
Ferruginous Hawks
typic;illy hunted over mixed sagebrush-grassland areas but were also observed hunting in
th(> sagebrush-Tt'fra(/(y;/i/« areas near the nests.
Both Red-tailed Hawks and CJolden Eagles
initiated their hunting activities in the midmornimr at approximately 0830 hrs and both
sp(>cies
terminated their morning hunt near
1200 hrs. Golden Eagles ranged over a wide
area and have bc^'u observed hunting in a
variety of habitats, liut Red-tailed Hawks most
frecjuently hunted in sagebrush stands. Although
of separate
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golden

eagle

great horned

owl

swainson's

hawk

RED-TAILED

HAWK

-

-

FERRUGINOUS HAWK

"

6

9

Fig. 22.

Hunting

PRAIRIE

activity

patterns

of

9

3

12

DARK

NOON

LIGHT
the

large

raptors on the study area.

FALCON

MARSH HAWK
COOPER'S HAWK

SPARROW HAWKburrowing owl-

Fig.

23.

Iluiiliiig

activity

Hawks

])al(crns

of

medium- and

s[uall-si/cd

ranged widely, one pair
sagebrnsh stand less
than 0.0.3 miles from their nestiijg site. Both
species had similar intensive hunting periods,
from approximately 1445 to 1830 hrs, but RedHawks tended to hunt throughout a
tailed
greater portion of the dav than any other large
raptor species. The morning hunting periods
of the Swainson's Hawk began well after that
of the Ferruginous Hawk had terminated, and
their afternoon hunting periods were completed
before Ferniginous Hawks began to hunt.
lU'cl-tailc'c!

lumted

over

a

also

small

raptors.

.Swainson's

mediate
tliose

in

Hawks

n(\sting

whieli

also

tended to hunt

\ieinitv

in

Ferruginous

in the im-

habitats similar to

Hawks predomi-

nantly hunted.
.\il of the small raptors nesting (ju the study
arc. initiated tlieir hunting periods very early
tlie morning and generally before sunrise.
Marsli Hawks were partieularh active at this
time hut continued until well into the morning
.Sparrow Hawks were the last of the
hours.

in

small raptors to b(\gin lumting, initiating their
morning limit at approximately 0745 hrs. Spar-

Biological Seiues,

\'ol.

18,

No.

BlUCKIMNG KCOLOGV OF UlAIl l{ArTOH,>,

row Hawks probably hunted during more hours
dav than anv other raptors on the stud\area, although still exhibiting peak late morning
(1045-1200 hrs) and late afternoon periods.
Thev hunted o\'er a wide variety of habitats including pinvon-juniper, winterfat, and mixed
of the

grassland areas. Prairie Falcons exhibited simihunting habitat preferences. On the other
hand, both Marsh Ha\yks and Ravens apparently preferred to hunt o\er sagebnish or mixed
grassland-rabbitbrush stands.

during the daylight hours, and their peak
are from approximately 0430 to
0645 hrs and from 1740 to 2330 hrs. They were
also observed hunting, although infrequently,
as late as 0850 hrs in the morning, and may
occasionally hunt at any time of the day.
tive

aeti\it\' p(>riods

Predation

lar

All of

the

nocturnal raptors on the study

showed some tendency to hunt during
da\liglit hours. Great Horned Owls and Shorteared Owls began hunting periods in the late
area

e\'ening liours after sunset but before darkness.

Both

showed

essentially

two periods of

in-

tensive hunting, one beginning at approximateh-

2030-2045 hrs and continuing until 2400 hrs,
and the other beginning in the earh' morning
hours from 0430 to shortly after first light. On
two occasions Great Horned Owls were observed in the late afternoon from appro.ximately
1645 hrs until darkness. In both instances the
day was overcast and snowy. Similar observations of diurnal hunting by Great Horned Owls
have been noted jjy Fitch (1940) and \'aughn
Burrowing Owls arc \er>- alert and ac( 1954 )
.

Tahle 20.

Food

habits of

Golden Eagles

in 1969.

45

The prey

species of raptors was exand of 11 in 1970. A total
of 2111 prey individuals of 55 prey species were
identified and tabulated (Tables 20-39). The

amined

in

of 9

1969,

prey of the collective raptor population included 75.2 percent mammals ( 1588 prey individuals of 17 mammal species), 8.5 percent reptiles (27 individuals of 7 species) and 15 percent invertebrates (316 individuals of 8 families).
Minor but not significant variations in prey
species and frecjuencv occurred l^etween the

two \ears.
Golden Eagles

utilized a total of only ten
prey species, including five mammal and five
avian species. Mammals were much more frequently preyed upon (96.5 percent of the total
prey) and comprised the bulk of the prey biomass (99.4 percent), whereas birds comprised
0.6 percent of the prey biomass and averaged
only 3.3 percent of the individuals taken. Lago-
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'HiWe 22.

Food

habits of Croat

Ilonu.l Owls

in

1969.
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Table 24.

Species

Food
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Hawks

in 1969.
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l)i()mas.s of Great Horned Owl prey, at
one species of scorpion was taken quite
frecjuently during all four study years (see
Murphw et al., 1969). Although scoqiions were
not taken by all Great Horned Owl pairs, they
showed up consistently and almost exclusively

was taken by a pair of Great Homed Owls
nesting in pinyon-juniper. Magpies were common around the towns and cultivated areas of
the northeast portion of Cedar Valley and frequenth' nested in cottonwoods and elms in

in tlie n(-st site pellets of a pair nesting in the

area,

west Thorpe Hills area, serving to indicate the
possibilities of error when analyzing food habits
Interestingly, the female of
of raptor pairs.
this pair had an irregular left eye and it is
tempting to speculate that there was a possible

suitable habitat

total

least

connection.

Errington, Hamerstrom, and

Hamer-

strom ( 1940 ) suggested that predation on arthropods is most characteristic of recently
fledged owls, but as previouslv noted, the
scorpions were found every year that this fe-

male was present.
Table 27.

Food

habit.s

One

Black-billed

Magpie

of Red-tailed Hawk.s in 1970.

They did not nest within the study
probabK' I)ecause of a combination of un-

those areas.

Ferruginous

and possible predation.

Hawks

within the study area

utilized a total of 17 prey species, including 9

avian, and 2 reptile species. Mammals comprised S9.5 percent of the prey individuals and 99.4 percent of the total prey
biomass. In contrast, birds comprised only 8.7
percent of the total prey items and 0.2 percent
of the total prey biomass, while reptiles ineluded 1.7 percent of the total prey individuals
and 0..3 percent of the total prey biomass. Lago-

mammal, 6

Bioloc;ic:al Skiues, Vol. 18, No. 3

Table 29.

Food

habits

of

Ukkicdinc; E(X)i,<)f:v oi- Vt.\u Hai-tohs

Swainson's

Hawks

in

1970.
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Mammals wenHawks,

also the

major prey of Red-

pcreent of the
prey individuals and 99.4 percent of the total
prey biomass, while birds constituted 9.1 percent and 0.2 percent, and reptiles accounted for
1.8 percent and 0.3 percent of the total prey
items and total pr('\- biomass, respectively. The
major items of importance were again the lagomorphs, which accounted for 64.4 percent of the
prev items and 98.5 percent of the total prey
ijiomass. In addition. Red-tailed Hawks preyed
tailed

Table 32.

Food

coinprisinu;

habits of

S9.1

Marsh Hawks

in

1970.

on 6 other

mammal

reptile species.

Other

species,

5 avian,

mammal

and 3

species of im-

portance included tlu' deer mouse, which com12.7 percent of its total diet; meadow
mice, comprising 6.2 percent; and the antelope

prised

which constituted 3.2 percent.
and Finvon Javs were the most fre((ueiitlv taken avian pre\ species. Starlings were
first recorded in Utah in 1949 in and around
ground

sciuirrel,

Starlings

url)an areas (Behle, 1954). Since that time they
ha\e spread widely throughout the state and

Biological Sehies.
Table 35.

Food

\'ol.
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No.
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habits of Short-eared

Owls

in 1970.

K.-vptobs
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than

lialf

of

tlic

total

diet.

Lagomorphs thus

constituted 56.1 pcrct'ot of the diet in 1969 hut
onlv 30.4 percent in 1970. However, in both

years the higonioiphs, hv \irtne of

body

tlieir

large

comprised almost 99 percent of the
total prey biomas.s. The second most numerous
prey items were Locustid insects which comprised an average 19.9 percent of the yearly
diet, although contributing comparatively small
amounts of the total biomass. Other insects
taken
included carabids, tenebrionids, and
gryllids. Deer mice were taken iiifrequentlv, as
were meadow mice. Horned Larks were the
most frequently taken avian species and constituted almost 7 percent of the total prev taken.
size,

Information on the food habits of the Prairie
Falcon was obtained only during the 1970
breeding season. Prairie Falcon prey consisted

and contributed a prev biomass of 86.3 percent,
while invertebrates accounted for 19.2 percent
of the prev individuals but for little or no biomass.
The two most freeiuentlv taken prey
species were the Honied Lark (26.9 percent of
the total prey individuals) and antelope ground
squirrel
(19.2 percent), but juvenile blacktailed jackrabbits comprised over 65 percent of
the prey biomass, even though taken only onesixth as often.

Marsh Hawks included 10 prey
which there were 4 mammals, 3
birds, 1 reptile, and 2 invertebrate species.
Marsh Hawks preyed most fretjuently on mammals (62.5 percent of the prey items) which
Tile food of

species,

of

also contributed the bulk of the prey

biomass

Of

of

the other major prey groups,
birds were taken 21.4 percent of the time and
comprised 8.5 percent of the prev biomass, rep-

percent of the prey individuals Ijut only 4.1
percent of the total prey biomass. Mammals
comprised 30.7 percent of the prey individuals

and invertebrates 1.4
The most important prev of the Marsh Hawks included
black-tailed jaekral)liits and the deer mouse.
The majorit) of rabbits taken were immatures,

nine species, including three mammal, five
avian and one insect species. Birds were the
most frequently taken prey and comprised 49.8

Table 38.

Food

habits of

Ravens

in

1969.

(91.9 percent).

tiles

14.7

and

0.3

and

0.7 percent

percent,

respectively.
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juveniles, or carrion but they comprised 22.6
percent of the total prey biomass. Deer mice
were taken more frecjuently, yet, by contrast,
Townsends ground scjuirrels comprised only
8 percent of the prey items but 17.4 percent
of the total prey biomass. Horned Larks and
Mourning Doves were also taken occasionally.
Sparrow Hawks on the study area utilized a
total of 12 species, which included 2 mammal,

4 birds, 2 reptiles, and 4 invertebrates. The
relatixe composition of the prey frequency and
biomass of the major prey groups of the Sparrow Hawk is as follows: maiumals, 25.6 percent
and .3S.2 percent; birds, 16.1 and 57.0 percent;
reptiles, 6.7

and

2.9 percent;

and invertebrates,

Locustids were the most
important ia\ertebrate prey species, averaging
38.5 percent of the yearly diet. The more important vertebrate prey species included the
deer mouse, which comprised 22. .3 percent of
the total pre\' items and 29.5 percent of the
total prey biomass, and Starlings, which contributed the bulk of the prey biomass (.33.3
percent), although taken infrequently. Of the
a\ian prey species, English Sparrows, Starlings,
and Western Bluebirds reflect the habitat selection of Sparrow Hawks, being the most common nesting birds in and around the abandoned
mines, (juarries, and mining structures. The occurrence of Western Bluebirds as prey is interesting, because the disappearance of a bluebird
and the subsecjuent failure of its nesting efforts
coincided with the appearance of this species in
The bluetlie prey of a Sparrow Hawk pair.
birds had selected a nesting site within the
wooden walls of a luining cabin only 80 feet
51.7

from

and

tlie

1.9 percent.

Sparrow

Hawk

nest

and were incu-

eggs when checked the
day before the disappearance. Two days later
the remains of a bluebird were found among
the pre\- items in the Sparrow Hawk pair's
lust.
Powers (1966) cites possible examples
of Sparrow Hawk predation on bluebirds in
Montana, and Drinkwater (1953) recorded a
ease of Sparrow Hawks capturing young bluebirds by nest robbing.
Information on Short-eared Owl food habits
was obtained only in 1970 and is derived from
the analysis of 19 pellets gathered from the unsuccessful nest site.
Pellet anahsis \ielded a
total of 7 prey species and 35 individuals, but
l)ating a clutch of five

onl\'

mammals and

birds

were

present.

Mam-

mals contributed SS.6 percent of the prey individuals and 68.2 percent of the prev biomass,
while birds comprised 11.5 percent and 31.8
percent, respecti\'ely. The two most important
prey species were Orel's kangaroo rat and the
deer mouse. D(>er iTiiee were taken almost three

53

times as often as any other prey species and
contributed 26.4 percent of the total prey biomass. Ord's kangaroo rat was the ne.xt most
fre(|uently taken prey and comprised 37.4 perc(>nt of the prey biomass. Western Meadowlarks
contributed 22.8 percent of the total prey biomass.
Burrowing Owl prev included a total of 15
species of which there were 5 mammal, 3 avian,
1 reptile, and 6 invertebrate species. Burrowing
Owls preyed most frequently on invertebrates,
which comprised 80.4 percent of the prey indi\iduals but only 4.8 percent of the total prey
biomass, the lowest of all the major animal groups
except the reptiles. Mammals contributed 80.4
percent of the total prey biomass and almost 13
percent of the prey individuals taken, while
birds comprised 4.3 percent of the prey items
and 16.3 percent of the prey biomass. Locustids
were taken more frequently than any other
species, averaging 39.6 percent of the prey individuals but only 3.4 percent of the total prey
l)iomass. In contrast, Ord's kangaroo rat comprised only 9 percent of the yearly prey items
but contributed 67.5 percent of the total prey
biomass. Burrowing Owls lined the entrance
of their burrows with chewed up prey remains
and manure, a fact also recorded bv Stoner
(1932, 1933), Bent (1938), and Scott (1940).
Ha\'ens on the study area utilized a total of
16 prey species which included 5 mammal, 5
avian, 2 reptile, and 4 invertebrate species. The
majority of their food habits were determined
from castings and prev remains at the nest, and
there is the possibility that some of the prey
brought to the nestlings may have been carrion.
Mammals comprised 55.1 percent of the prey
individuals and 96.2 percent of the total prey
biomass. Birds comprised 11 percent of the
prey individuals but only 1.9 percent of the
total prey biomass, as did reptiles.
Invertein this case, accounted
percent of the prey individuals but contributed only minor amounts to the total prey
biomass.
Lagomorphs constituted the principal prey and averaged 23.9 percent of the
yearly prey individuals and 93.2 percent of the
total prey biomass. Although birds were taken
infrefjuentlv. Homed Larks and English Sparrows were the most common avian prey species.
Dermestids and unidentified beetles were the
most frefiu(>ntly taken invertebrates. In 1970
the deer mouse was the most commonly recorded
prey species, but no black-tailed jackrabbits
were found— in contrast to 1969. Almost twotiiirds of the jackrabbits were immatures or
juveniles, and there is the possibility that some
were taken as carrion.

brates,

for 28.9

entirely insects
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DISCUSSION

AND CONCLUSIONS

Populations

The average yearly raptor population supported by this area of the Great Basin is apparently low. Craighead and Craighead (1956)
recorded yearly populations of 140 raptors (9
species, 64 pairs, 12 individuals) during a twoyear study of a 36-square-mile Michigan woodlot habitat, and a population of 91 raptors ( 10
species, 45 pairs,

1

individual) in a 12-s([uare-

mile study area near Moose, Wyoming, r(>presenting average densities of 1.8 and 3.8 raptor
pairs per square mile in Michigan and Wyoming, respectively. These are almost four and
ten times the avi-rage densities of raptor pairs
recorded from this study. Additional comparisons

are

available

from

studies

of

particular

Golden Eagles nesting on the study area
average 20 square miles per pair. Comparatively, Dixon (1937) recorded densities of approxiinateh' 36 square miles per pair in Southern
California, and Arnold ( 1954 ) found similar
In other studies
pair densities in Colorado.
Lockie (1964) found Golden Eagle densities
of one pair per 27.1 square miles in the Scottish
Iliglilands and McGahan (196S) reported one
pair per 66.3 sejuare miles in Montana.

Watson

(1957) found relatively high breeding densities
of one pair per 9 square miles in another Scottish study, but in a later study covering a wider

same area Brown and Watson
found Golden Eagle pair densities ranging from approximately 20 to 34 square miles
portion of the

1964

per

)

pair.

Great Horned Owl densities averaged one
pair per 10 square miles in central Utah. Studies
in other habitats have reported much higher
I5aunigartner (19.39) estimated popdensities.
ulations of one pair per 0.5 scjuare miles of
riparian habitat near Lawrence, Kansas, and one
pair to 3 or 4 sciuare miles near Ithaca, New
York. Fitch (1947) estimated a very high population density of one pair per 0.25 square miles
in California chaparral.

on population studies from other areas are lacking.

Red-tailed Hawks averaged approximately
one pair per 13 scjuare miles on the study area.
Comparisons with other areas indicates these
densities to be exceptionally low. Fitch, Swenson, and Tillotson (1946) reported densities
of one pair per 0.5 square miles in Madera County, California, and Orians and Kuhlman (1956)
found densities of one pair per 2.2 and 2.8
square miles in Wisconsin. In other studies
Hager (1957) reported densities of one pair

per 2.2 s(juare miles in central

Duc (1970) found one

In other studies Erring-

New

York; Le-

square
Minnesota; and Luttich,
Keith, and Stephenson ( 1971 ) reported one pair
per 2.7 sfjuare miles near Rochester, Alberta.
Craighead and Craighead (1956), however, recorded a similar low densit>' of one pair per
12.9 square miles in Michigan but found high
densities of one pair per 1 square mile in Wyoming.
Comparable infonuation on the population
miles

species.

(

Densities of Ferruginous Hawks on the study
area averaged one pair per 8 stjuare miles. Data

1.62

southeast

in

densities

pair per

of

the

majority

of

the

raptors nesting on the study area

is

rest

of

the

lacking, but

Craighead and Craighead (1956) found greater
densities of Swainson's Hawks, Prairie Falcons,
Marsh Hawks, Short-eared Owls, and Ravens
than were present in the central Utah area.

The

low raptor population densistudy may be due to a
number of factors. As previously noted, apties

relativelv

encountered

in this

proximately (me-half of the area ( i.e., much of
the inter\ening vallev floors) is not used by
any of the breeding raptors for any purpose. If
these areas are eliminated, then the relative raptor population densities become more efjuitable
witli tliose of other geographic areas. In addition, tiie raptor population studies presented in
tlie

literature are often representative only of a

which was chosen because of its high concentration of raptors (see
Craighi'ad and Craighead 1956, p. 5; Orians

specific or confined area,

Hamerstrom, and Hamerstrom (1940)
found one pair per 2 scjuare miles near Prairie
du Sac, Wisconsin; Orians and Kuhlman (1956)
recorded average densities of one pair per 5
square miles, also in Wisconsin; and Ilagar
(1957) reported Great Horned Owl densities of
one pair per 4.4 scjuare miles in central New
York. Cniighead and Craighead (1956) found
average densities of one pair per 5.8 square
miles in Michigan and one pair per 3 square

Utah area regularly supports from 9 to
many as was found
by Craiglu'ad and Craighead (1956) in both
Micliigan and Wyoming. In addition, a broad
overlap of raptor species occurred between these

miles of stud\ area in northern \\'voming.

;ire;is,

ton,

and Kuhlman 1956, p. .382), thus artificially
eliminating the bare or dead areas. Hence, the
raptor dat;i ma\- or may not be representative
of the entire area to which they are referred.
Tile

11 raptor species, fully as

with

fiv(^

of the ITtah stud\- area species
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also present in Micliit!;an and seven in Wyoming.
The majority of the raptors on the stndy area
show a wide geographic range and exhibit con-

tion, a

siderable adaptability to various habitats. That
this is not a major cause of the observed den-

95.0 percent of the 1968 population,

sity \'ariations

is

densities of the

also shown bv the much higher
same species in man\' areas of

their range as already noted, with the single
exception of the Golden Eagle. However, lack
of suitable cover and habitat has apparently
limited the populations of the smaller raptors,
particularly the Sparrow Hawk and Cooper's
Hawk. The latter species, although known to
nest occasionally in the pinyon-juniper community (Wolf, 1928; Bee and Hutchings, 1942),
outside of its optimum habitat. It
is probabh
would appear however, that the relatively low
populations of most of the raptors in the study
area cannot be attributed to habitat factors

alone.

The lower producti\'ity of this Great Basin
Desert biome should limit the raptor populations to some extent, even though mammalian
predator control programs havt' resulted in
higher populations of lagomorphs and rodents,
the chief food source of the raptors. Additional
evidence supporting this possibility is derived
from the observed fluctuations of raptor populations in response to lagomoqih population
fluctuations, a subject which will ])e discussed
Two important raptor species
in detail later.
on the stud\' area, the Golden Eagle and Ferniginous Hawk, were not part of the raptor population composition of the areas studied by
Craighead and Craighead (1956). Their size,
liome range requirements, and apparent intolerance of other raptor species almost certainly
influenced the density of small raptors, particularly in view of the previously noted Golden
Eagle predation on Short-eared Owls and
Swainson's Hawks. Ferruginous Hawks apparently have restricted habitat requirements and
did not nest in the riparian cottonuood communities in canyons to the north and east of the
study area.
Here nesting Red-tailed Hawks
maintained densities on the order of one pair
per 0.5 - 2.0 sq miles, approximately similar to
those densities reported from other parts of their
range, and furtlier indicative of the possible effects of the large and aggressive Golden Eagles
and Ferruginous Hawks.

Population Fhictuations. Variations in yearly
populations were evident during the
four-year stud\'. Raptor populations were highest in 1969, averaging 37.8 percent above the
1967 raptor populaticm levels, while 196S and
1970 populations were intermediate. In addiraptor

high proportion of pairs of the 1969 pop-

ulation attempted to nest (93.4 percent), compared to 87.5 percent of the 1967 population,

and 74.4

percent of the 1970 raptor population. These
population variations were due primarily to
yearly fluctuations of several of the large raptor
species, specifically the Great Horned Owl,
Red-tailed
Hawk, Ferruginous Hawk, and
Swainson's Hawk and were apparently independent of the relatively stable populations of
the medium- and small-sized raptors.

The tendency
and

of pairs to reoccupy nesting

has the effect of stabilizing
This tendency is apparently prevalent in almost all raptor species.
Craighead and Craighead (1956) reported that
almost 75 percent of the raptor pairs in the
Michigan and Wyoming study areas reoccupied
their same nesting vicinity. Elsewhere, Luttich,
Keith, and Stephenson ( 1971 ) reported that
only 12.4 percent of their Red-tailed Hawk
pairs built a new nest during the four-year
study near Rochester, Alberta, and both Hagar
(1957) and Orians and Kuhlman (1956) observed numerous instances of Great Horned
Owls and Red-tailed Hawks reoccupying their
nesting sites or territories of the previous year.
sites

the

territories

raptor

population.

Cade 1960), and more recently. White (1969b)
have expressed the opinion that a traditional or
"genetic" linkage may be responsible for the
almost continuous occupanev of certain cliffs
or locales by Peregrine Falcons
Falco peregrintis) in Alaska, and Herbert and Herbert
1965 have suggested the same of falcons in
the New York City region. Conceivably, such
a tradition may apply to other raptor species
equally as well, and nesting locales may be reused continuously for long periods of time. Nest
decay and disintegration in this area of the
Great Basin is remarkably slow, and nesting
sites which were photographed in 1941-1944 by
Robert G. Bee (Unpubl. notes, BYU Life Scivnccs Museum) were still present and in some
cases in use by the same species in 1967-1970,
suggesting a similar trend towards long tenn occupancy of a particular site.
(

(

(

)

Nest Site
Coiiijxirisoius

with Other Geographic Areas.

The 12 raptor species nesting on the study area
show a wide variation in nesting selection
throughout their geographic range. In this portion of the Great Basin the majority of Golden
l]agle iK-sts are located in cliffs ( 100 percent
in the study area) but Murphy, et al., (1969)
recorded a few built on artificial structures or
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on the groiiiul, and Bcc and Uutchings
(1942) reported Golden Eagles nesting in junipers and Douglas fir. In southern California,
Dixon (1937) found Golden Eagles nesting almost exclusively in cliffs, oaks, or eucal)ptus
trees. Carnie (1954) also found Golden Eagles
nesting in both cliffs and trees in the coastal
ranges of California. Elsewhere, Wellein and
Ray (1964) reported that in Colorado, New
Mexico, and Wyoming 87 percent of their Golden Eagle nests were in cliffs, 11 percent in trees,
and 1.3 percent wi-re on the ground. In Saskatchewan, Whitfield et al. (1969) noted that
Golden Eagle uests were constructed in
all
In Scotland, Watson (1957) found 70
cliffs.
percent of the Golden Eagles nesting in cliffs
and 30 percent in trees, but Gordon ( 1955) indidirccth'

cates that the majority of nests in the central

Highlands

are

in

trees,

and

in

in

cliffs

the

Hebrides.
In this area 59.3 percent of the Great

Owl

were

Horned

percent in quarries,
and 14.8 percent in junipers, but in the eastern
portion of their range most nest in trees. Orians
and Kuhlman (1956), LeDuc (1970), and others
have recorded all (heat Horned Owls nesting
in trees. In studies from the western portion
of the range, Dixon (1914) found Great Horned
nests

Owls

in

in cliffs, 25.9

California utilizing cliff sites and Fitch

(1947) reported a ground site in Madera County, California. In Utah, Sugden ( 1929) reported a
Great Horned Owl nesting in the ruins of Indian
cliff dwellings, and Bee and Ilutchiugs (1942)

found nests in junipers, ccjttonwoods, quarries,
and directly on the ground.

On

the studv area. Ferruginous

Hawks

nested

(69.4 percent) and

in trees, primarily jimipers,

on the ground. Cameron (1914) in Montana
and Bowles (1931) in Washington have described ground nests of the Ferruginous Hawk
and Jacot (19.34) found a bulky nest in a 34foot

Bent (19.37)

c-edar.

Hawks

nesting in

Canada,

swamp

reported Ferruginous

oaks in North Da-

Godfrey

describes
cutbanks,
and on hillsides. Augell ( U)68) observed a Ferruginous Hawk nest built on a slight cliff ledge
in
Franklin County, Washington.
In central
Utah, Bee and Hutchiugs (1942) found FerniginoiLS Hawks nesting predominatelv in junipers
but noted that they also nest in tall trees and
In

kota.

nesting

cliff

sites

in

trees,

(

ledges,

1966 )

river

ledges.

The nesting site selections of Hed-tailed
Hawks show wide variations throughout their
range.

On

the study area 54.5 percent of their
nests were constructed in tr<'es, 36.4 percent in
cliffs, and 9.1 percent in (|uarries. In other parts

Wolf (1928) reported them nesting
cliffs and Hardy (1939) describes
a Red-tailed Hawk nest constructed on a pinnacle ill the Book Cliffs of central Utah. Elsewhere tlu-oughout most of their range, they most
commonly nest in trees. In California, Fitch,
Swenson, and Tillotson (1946) recorded all 18
of the state.

and

in trees

Hawks nesting in trees,
Kuhlman (1956) in Wiscon-

pairs oi their Red-tailed
as

did Orians and

Hagar (1957) in central New York; Freemeyer (1966) in Lyon County, Kansas; Tyler
and Saetveit (1969) in South Dakota and Iowa;
and LeDuc (1970) in southeast Minnesota.
However, they will evidently nest in any available site, and Dixon and Bond (1937) found

sin;

eight pairs nesting in the Petroglyph Cliff area
in

northeastern California.

Swainsons

Hawk

on the study
low junipers in the
foothills. Wolf (1928) and Bee and Hutchings
1942) also found this to be the same site
preference for their Swainsons Hawk nests. In
Montana, Cameron (1913) found Swainson's
Hawks nesting in a variety of low trees, but
primarilv in ash and cottonwoods.
All

nests

area were constructed in

(

Two

of the three Prairie Falcon nests on
study area were located in quarries and the
third was located in a limestone cliff crevice.
Cliff nesting appears to be the rule for this
species throughout its range, and no exceptions
seem to have been recorded. Burrowing Owls
tlie

show few deviations from the typical
burrow nest site. Both Marsh Hauks and Shortcared Owls are more commonly found nesting
around water. Bent (19.37) describes a number
of nests located in marshes and swamps in
Massachusetts, North Dakota, and New Jersey.
Bent also notes that J. W. Sugden wrote him
of a Marsh Hawk nest site in a dry wheat field
at least four miles from water in Salt Lake
similarly

County, Utah.

Sparrow Hawks on the study area
and crevices of structures, quarries, or junipers.
Hole nesting is apparentlv
mandatory for this .species and the majorit\' of
All of the

nested

in holes

reported in the literature are of this type,
although the cavity may take the fonii of a
nesting box ( Heintzelman, 1964).
sites

Ra\-ens on the stud\- area nested in high re-

mote
also

cliffs,
but Bee
found their nests

and Hutchings (1942)
mining structures and

in

tri'es.
Elscnvherc. Ra\'eiis hav(> shown e(|ual if
not greater adaptai)ilit\-. In Washington, Bowles

and l^ceker
clilf

potlioles,

found Ravens nesting in
aband(;ned houses, on telephone

(19.30)

poles and oil derricks, and among the beams
of a railroad trestle. Rent (1946) recorded 13

Biological
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of 17 nests in cliffs or ledges,
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and the remain-

ing 4 in conifers var\ing from 45-85 feet. In
the north they nest in cliffs or ledges, often
in close proximity to Peregrine Falcons and
Rough-leggetl Hawks (Fay and Cade, 1959;
Cade, 1960). In England they commonly nest
in high cliffs or in both deciduous and conifer
trees "^(Holyoak and Ratcliffe, 196S).

Differentiation amonp, Species' Nest Sites.
The revieu' of the literature presented above
suggests that these raptor species show a wide
site selection throughout the
their geographic range. Yet
portions
of
\arious
in areas where they nest together, such as here
in central Utah, both similarities and subtle

range of nesting

may be

differences

The similarities
some degree a func-

present.

observed are, of course, to

For the
and many of the smaller
the foothills and hills lying between

tion of the uniformity of the habitat.

larger raptor species,

raptors also,

expanses of surrounding desert provide
the most attractive of the potential nesting sites,
offering at once a combination of remoteness,
large

and surveillance of possible apMarsh
Hawks and Burrowing Owls nested most often
in junipers or cliffs, which simph represent the
predominant form of available nesting sites.
inaccessibility,

proaches.

All of the raptors except the

.Some species, however, selected a narrower
range of nesting sites than did others.
Both Ferruginous Hawks and Swainson's
Hawks apparenth required a restricted form of
nesting habitat. Both nested exclusively on the
low foothills surrounding the perimeters of the

low junipers which were either
on the fringes of the pinyonjuniper woodland. Ferruginous Hawks particularly seemed to prefer isolated knolls and tended
to nest at higher elevations than Swainsons
Hawks. Three such knolls present in the southeastern corner of the studv area were each continuously occupied by a bre("ding pair of Fer\'allevs

and

in

isolated or situated

ruginous Hawks during the four study years.
Observations of nesting sites in adjacent locales
reinforce this conclusion.

In contrast,

Creat

Homed Owls

and Red-

Hawks showed a much wider selection
nesting sites. Both commonly nested in cliffs,

tailed

of

nesting sites

fer

in

lines

Hawk

Hawks, neither of which nested in canor on high cliffs.
However, tree sites
were occasionalK used, and Great Homed Owls
vons

nested in abandoned Ft^rruginous
juniper nests, such exposed sites utilized
only if they were removed from active Ferruginous Hawk nests and territories. Although

Hawk

Great Horned Owls did on occasion nest in relatively close proximity to active Ferruginous
Hawk nests (average distance of 0.766
0.16

±

minimum

miles,

of 0.21 miles), these close nests

were always within

cliff

crevices

and

relatively

Neither Great Homed Owls nor
Red-tailed Hawks nested in thick pinyon-juniper
woodlands, preferring instead to nest in semiisolated junipers or within 50-70 feet of the edge
of the woodland.
On the other hand, some
differences between the two species were apparent. Great Homed Owls tended to nest at
slightly higher elevations than Red-tailed Hawks
and preferred to nest within crevices or caves,
whereas Red-tailed Hawks usually nested on

unexposed.

ledges.

cliff

Golden Eagle nesting

sites overlapped consideiablv with those of Prairie Falcons and Rav-

ens and, to a lesser extent, with Great

Horned

Owls. Both Golden Eagles and Prairie Falcons
always chose cliff or quarry nesting sites, which
may reflect their need for high cliffs; a pair of
Falcons nesting in 1970 utilized a Golden Eagle
quarr\' nest \\'hich had been constructed the
previous vear.

Of the remaining raptors, the Cooper's Hawk
showed virtually no overlap in its choice of nesting sites. No other raptor nested within thick
pinvon-juniper woodlands and at such high ele\-ations.
In contrast. Short-cared Owls and
Marsh Hawks both exhibited similar choices in
nesting sites with both nesting in rabbitbrushsagebrush stands on the desert floor. Burrowing
Owls similarly nested on the valley floor, but
achieved a measure of isolation owing to their
utilization of

buiTOws for

nests.

Sparrow Hawk nesting sites overlapped with
none of the medium- and small-sized raptor
species on the study area. Sparrow Hawks most
commonly nested in and around human structures. They did not nest directly on the valley
floors except at higher elevations and in juniper
cover.

the five large raptor species differed significantly

be

canyons over the more exposed tree sites, in
contrast to the Ferruginous Hawks and Swainson's

sometimes

or within

Both appeared
cliff
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to pre-

of the Swainson's

long

Rai'tors

Statistical comparisons of the average nesting elevations of the raptor species reinforce
the above statements. Analysis of variance tests
indicate that the average nesting elevations of

quarries, or trees but these sites tended to

more remote than those
and Ferruginous Hawk.

Utah

(p<0.01, "F"
that

all

=

19.1). Paired "t" tests reveal
possible differences are significant ex-

between the CJreat Horned Owls and
Golden Eagles. However, although these two
cept

species

show much overlap

in

nest site elcva-

Biiir.iiAM
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tion,

it

has already been sliown that they prefer

Siniihir analysis of variance tests of the five
small-sized raptor species for which

medium- and

show

12.2).
to

attributable

is

also

available

in their average
but only at p<0.05 levels

differences

nesting elevations

=

data

comparative

significant

("F"

Most of the
die

lesser variation

essentially

similar

is

nesting

Marsh Hawks, Short-eared
Owls, and Burrowing Owls as discussed previously; and paired "t" tests between those species
elevations

site

of

be competitive revealed significant differences in nesting elevations between
all medium- and small-sized raptors, with the
most

to

likely

mountain ranges immediately north and south
and cultivated valleys, not
Cottam's original habitat
and
Woodbury
one of
of the study area;

different sites.

sufficient
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three exceptions noted. The other three species,
Raven,
i.e., Prairie Falcon, Cooper's Hawk and
raplarge
of
the
those
nested in sites similar to

tvpes, but nevertheless present over a large portion of Cedar N'allev northeast of the study area.
Six of the raptor species nested within the
pinyon-juniper habitat, but all spent some if
not most of their limiting activity periods in the
adjacent desert areas. Of these tlie Cooper's
Hawk appears to belong most exclusively within
the woodland, nesting in relatively dense stands

and hunting primarily

Ferruginous Hawk,

Hawks

cant difference in average nesting elevation between Prairie Falcons and Golden Eagles, but
Ravens and Cooper's Hawks nested at significanth- iiigher eknation than Golden Eagles,

localities.

well

commimity,
and
maximum populations in such

Raptors

of the woodland,

limits

thev achieve their

associated

with

the

desert

scrub

community in tiie study area include Marsh
Hawks, Short-eared Owls, and Burrowing Owls.
These species
essentially the

Hawk. Red-tailed Hawks

area be-

constructed almost one-third of

beyond the

Populations and Breeding Habitat Requirements. Although Ferruginous Hawks were the
predominant raptor species on the study area,

abundance was confined to certain localiwhich can be readil\- described topographically and, to an extent, by the physiognomy of
the surrounding vegetation. In areas where the
optimum conditions were absent, their numbers
dwindled rapitlly and tliey were replaced by

in the transitional

their nests within the desert scrub

Great Horned Owls, and Ri^d-tailed Hawks.

ties

wooded

tween pigmy conifers and desert scrub. Ferruginous

their

the lightly

meadows. In contrast, lioth the Swainson's Hawk and Ferruginous Hawk are the least exclusive members,
nesting on its fringes, or as in the case of the

species (cliffs and/or at high altitudes).
Comparisons lietween these and the cliff-nesting
Red-tailed Hawks, Great Horned Owls, and
Golden Eagles reveal that there was no signifitor

in

areas or o\er small hill-top

all

nested on the valley floors at

altitude and appeared to
community. However, all
other raptors except the Cooper's Hawk hunted
within tiiis community.

be

same

restricted to

tiiis

The predominant raptors nesting in canyons
Great Horned Owls and Red-tailed
Hawks (Fig. 24). Canyons apparently precluded Ferruginous Hawks and Swainson's
Hawks in some way, as neither attempted to
included

within this habitat type, either on the
study area or in adjacent locales. Large canyons to the northeast supported dense populations of nesting Red-tailed Hawks, with nesting

in turn
Ferrudisplacing
of
incapable
were apparently
ginous Hawks from the foothill rdgions, although
thev were present in immediately adjacent lo-

nest

a suitably different nest site (i.e., a
cliff or steep-sided canyon) was available. This
situation is strikingh- evident in areas where

pairs a\eraging 0.5 linear miles apart in years

(<1.0

area also differed in raptor spi'cies composition
and relative populations. Here Sparrow Hawks
and Magpies were the most common raptorial
forms, with both utilizing the windrows of eottonwoods for nesting sites. Red-tailed Hawks
and Great Honu'd Owls infre(]uentl\' nested

the Red-tailed

cales

if

the two species nest
miles apart).

in

close proximity

Woodbury and Cottam

(1962)

liave

de-

scribed the various ecological habitats of Utah,
and it miglit Ik' useful to examine the presence
and relative populations of the raptor species
within those habitats occurring in the study area
and surrounding localities. The applicable habi-

Woodbury and Cottam

include tiie
present o\er all of
the high<-r, better drained portions of tlie study
area and adjacent locales; desert scrul), present
over the lower elevations of Cedar and Rush
tlic
liiglier
in
valleys; canvonlieads, present
tat

tvpes of

following:

pigmy

of

maximum
The

here

populations.

cultivated land northeast of the study

also;

destro\('d

such nests were usualh' disrupted or
by humans before completion of the

e\ele.

conifers,

Productivity
C.lulcli Size Comparisons. Comparisons with
other populations indicate slight variations in
a\-eiage eluteh size of most of the study area
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ll,-\rTons

P
1
Great Horned Owl nest
year bv Red-tailed Hawks.

Fig. 24.

in

West Canvon, March

raptors, but the majority are in.significant.

Con-

sequentlv, a few comparisons should suffice.
Yearly Golden Eagle clutches on the study

±

0.07 eggs. In a series of
area averaged 2.07
studies in Cahfornia Dixon ( 1937 ) reported average clutches of 2.0 eggs, Hanna (19.30) found
an average clutch size of 1.7 eggs, and Slevin

(1929) found an average clutch size of 1.95
eggs for 21 clutches. In Scotland Gordon (1927)
reported an average clutch size of 1.91 eggs
per clutch for 82 clutches. Jollie (1943) found
1.8 eggs per clutch for five clutches in Colorado,
and more recently McGahan ( 1968 ) recorded
an average clutch size of 2.1 eggs for 20 nests

Montana.
Great Homed Owl clutches on the study
area averaged 2.82
0.15 eggs. Surprisingly,
only a few studies are available for comparison.
Craighead and Craighead (1956) reported average clutch sizes of 1.9 eggs in Michigan and
2.2 eggs in Wyoming. Wolhuter ( 1969 ) reported
an average clutch size of 1.9 eggs for nine nests
near Lawrence, Kansas, and Tyler and Saetveit
reported average clutches of 2.0 eggs
( 1969
for three nests in South Dakota and Iowa. Inin

±

)

1969.

The

nest

was

constructed

the

previous

lower than the average Great Horned Gwl clutches of this area(t
5.43 for the Kansas comparison, t := 5.54 for
the South Dakota and Iowa comparison, and t
4.49 for the Wyoming area comparison).
Insufficient comparative data is available
on the average clutch size for Ferruginous

terestingly, all are significantly

=

=

Hawks.
Red-tailed Hawk clutches on the study area
averaged 2.89 ± 0.13 eggs. In Michigan, Craighead and Craighead (1956) recorded average
clutches of 2.0 eggs, but in Wyoming an average
of 2.3 eggs per clutch was found. Elsewhere,
Freemeyer (1966) found an average clutch size
of 1.9 eggs for 21 nests in Kansas; LeDuc ( 1970)
foimd an average of 2.3 eggs per clutch for
three nests in Minnesota; and Luttich, Keith,
and Stephenson ( 1971 ) reported an overall average of 2.0 ± 0.1 eggs per clutch in Saskatchewan. Paired "t" tests indicate that the average
clutch sizes recorded from this study are significantly larger than the overall average clutches
of each of the other areas noted above.
Swainson's Hawk clutches on the study area
averaged 2.2 ± 0.17 eggs. In the only other

)
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informative study available Cameron (1913)
found an average cluteh size of 2.6 ± 0.67
eggs in Montana, significantly higher than those
from this area.
The single Prairie Falcon clutch contained
5.0 eggs. Craighead and Craighead (1956) reported average Prairie Falcon clutches of 5.0
eggs in Wyoming, but Enderson (1964) found
an average clutch size of 4.5 eggs for 55 nests
from the intemiountain area.
Marsh Hawk clutches on the study area
average 5.0 ^t 1.4 eggs. Elsewhere, Hammond
and Henry (1949) in a three-year study in
0.806 to
North Dakota found a range of 4.87
5.25 ± 0.774 eggs per clutch for 60 clutches,
while Craighead and Craighead (1956) found
average clutches of 4.35 eggs per clutch in
Michigan, and Sealey (1967) reported an average clutch size of 4.18 eggs for 21 nests in Alberta and Saskatcliewan.
The single Short-cared Owl clutch contained
7 eggs. In other areas Goelitz (1918) reported
an average clutch size of 7.3 eggs for four nests
in Saskatchewan, but Kitchin (1919) found an
average clutch size of only 3.5 eggs for seven
nests in western Washington. At the northern
edge of the range, Pitelka, Tomich, and Treichel
(1955a, 1955b) reported an average clutch size

±

of 6.8 eggs for 22 clutches.

Sparrow

Hawk

tlie study area
In Michigan and
Wyoming their average clutch sizes were 4.4
eggs (Craighead and Craighead, 1956). Rocst

averaged 5.22

±

clutches in

0.38 eggs.

(1957) indicates an average clutch size of 5.1
eggs irt Oregon, and Heintzelman and Nagy
(1968) found an average clutch size of 4.23
eggs for 13 nests in Pennsylvania. In experimental propagation studies, Willoughby and
Cade ( 1964 ) reported an average clutch size of
3.66 eggs for 12 clutches.
Raven clutches on the study ari-a averaged
Comparatively, Craighead
5.36
0.34 eggs.
and Craighead ( 1956 ) found mean clutch sizes
of three nesting pairs in Wyoming to average
5.7 eggs. In England, Hatcliffe (1962) reported
an average clutch size of 4.6 eggs for 139 nests.

±

Hatchin<i Success.
ing efforts of

From

Colden Eagles

1967-1970, 14 nestproduci'ti 1.2

young

per nest for an overall hatching success of 70.8
14.9 percent. Comparatively, Wellein and
Ray (1964) reported 1.59 voung iiatched per
nest for 23 nests in the southern l^ockies, and
McGahan (1968) found an average of 1.59
young per nest hatched in Montana. In central
Saskatchewan, Whitfield et al, (1969) found
an average of 1.8 young per nest from six

±

nests.

(Jreat
Horned Owls on the study area
hatched an average of 2.5 young per nest per
Elsewhere, Craighead and Craighead
year.
(1956) reported a two-year average of 1.42
young per nest in Michigan and 2.0 young per
nest hatched in Wyoming. Orians and Kuhlman
(1956) reported an average of 1.4 young per
nest in Wisconsin while Hagar (1957) found
average broods of 1.9 young per nest during
his two-year study in central New York. More
recently, Marti (in Adolphson and Jonkel, 1969)
reported an average of 2.4 young per nest for
13 nests in Colorado; Dunstan (in Adolphson
and Jonkel, 1969) found 1.9 young in 11 nests
in South Dakota; and Adolphson and Jonkel reported 1.96 young per nest for 21 nests, also in
South Dakota.
Ferruginous Hawk nests on the study area
averaged 65.2
5.2 percent hatching success for
an average of 2.3 young per nest. In the onlv
comparative study Adolphson and Jonkel (1969)
reported 2.66 young fledged from three nests,
but the hatching success is not given.
Red-tailed Hawks on the study area hatched
76.7 ± 3.9 percent of all eggs produced for an
average of 2.3 young per nest per year. Elsewhere, Craighead and Craighead (1956) found
an average of 1.3 young hatched per n(>st in
Michigan and 2.1 young hatclied per nest in
Wyoming. Hagar 1957 reported an average
brood size of 1.9 young per nest in New York
and Luttich, Keith and Stephenson ( 1971
found an overall hatching rate of 1.9 young
per nest of 75 nests in ,'\lberta.
Swainson's Hawks on the study area averaged
2.2 young hatched per nest per year. Comparatively, Craigliead and Craighead (1956) reported
an a\'eragc of 1.25 young hatched from four

±

(

Wyoming.

clutches in

The

)

Falcon nest on the study area
hatched 3 of 5 eggs. Elsewhere, Craigliead and
Craighead 19.56 ft)und all five eggs of a nest
in Wyoming hatched, but more recently Enderson (1964) found onlv 1.9 voung hatched per
Prairie

(

)

nest studied.

The two Marsh Hawk
erage 3.5 young per nest.

mond and Henry

nests hatched an av-

Coniparati\'e!v,

Ham-

reported an axeragc
iiatching rate of 4.07 young piT nest for 60
nests in North Dakota, Craighead and Craighead (1956) found a very low hatching rate of
1.4 young per nest for 13 nests in Michigan,
and Sealey (1967) found an average of 1.55
young hatched per nest for II nests in Alberta

(1949)

and Saskatchewan.

From 1968-1970 Sparrow Hawks on tlie study
an a\'erage of 4.7 young per nest.

arc;i hatclii'd

Biological Sehies,
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and Craighead (1956)
found an average of 2.5 young hatched per nest
in Mieliigan and 4.3 young hatched in Wyoming. In another study, Ileiiitzehnan and Nagy
(196S) reported 3.29 young hatched per nest
In other areas, Craighead

for 13 nests in central Penns)'lvania.

Ravens produced an average of 3.64 young
In their study,
nest on the study area.
Craighead and Craighead (1956) reported an
average of 5.0 young hatched per nest for
per

three nests in

Wyoming.

Fledging Rates. During the four-year study.
Golden Eagle nests fledged an average of 1.0
young per nest. Elsewhere, ^Vellein and Ray
recorded an a%'erage of 1.32 birds fledged
( 1964
per nest from 23 nests in the southern Rockies,
and McGahan (1968) found an average of 1.37
young fledged per nest from 45 successful nestings in Montana. In a series of studies in Scotland, Watson (1957) found an average of 0.8
yoimg fledged per nest over a twelve-^ear
)

study period, Sandeman (1957) recorded 1.4
young fledged from 19 successful nests, and
Brown and Watson (1964) reported 1.3 young
per nest from 19 successful nests. Recently,
Dunstan (in Adolphson and Jonkel, 1969) found
an average of 1.67 Noung fledged per nest from
21 nests in South Dakota.
From 1967-1970 Great Horned Owl nests
fledged an average of 2.0 young per nest for
27 nesting efforts. Comparatively, Craighead
and Craighead (1956) found an average of
0.55 young fledged per nest in Michigan and
2.0 fledged per nest in \\'yoming; Orians and
Kuhlman (1956) reported an average of 1.87
voung fledged per nest in Wisconsin; and Hagar
( 1957) recorded an average of 1.7 young fledged
in

New

York. Recently, Wolhuter

an average of
Kansas.
Ferruginous
2.0 voung per
(in

(

two

areas, with the latter data obtained from
20 nests. Jonkel (in Adolphson and Jonkel,
1969 ) reported an average of 0.52 young fledged
per nest for 31 nests, also in South Dakota.
Swainson's Hawks on the study area fledged
an average of 1.4 young per nest. Craighead
and Craighead (1956) found only 0.4 young
fledged per nest for five nests in Wyoming.
Recently, Adolphson (1969) found an average
of 2.0 young fledged per nest in South Dakota.
The Prairie Falcon nest fledged only one of
three young. In Colorado, Enderson (1964) recorded an average of 1.2 \oung fledged per
pair and Sealey (1967) reported an average
of 2.5 young fledged per nest in southern Al-

berta.

The four Marsh Hawk nests of 1969-1970
fledged an a\'erage of 2.5 young per nest. Elsewhere, Hammond and Henr)' (1949) reported
an average of 2.1 young per nest fledged in
North Dakota, and Craighead and Craighead
(1956) found a very low fledging rate of 0.17
young per nest in Michigan for 13 nests.
From 1968-1970 Sparrow Hawks on the
study area fledged an average of 2.83 young per
nest. Comparatively, Craighead and Craighead
1956 ) found an average fledged rate of 3.4
young per nest in Michigan and 3.8 young per
(

nest in W\'oming.

The six nests of the Burrowing Owl on the
study area fledged an average of 3.33 young
per nest. In comparison, Grant (1965) estimated a rate of 3.83 voung fledged per nest
in Minnesota.
Ravens fledged onl\' 2.57 voung per nest
on the study area. Craighead and Craighead
found an average of 3.3 voung fledged
( 1956
per nest in Wyoming.
)

nest

in

and Populiifion Trends.
evident from the comparison of the relative hatching success and mortality data with
other studies, no significant differences exist
and most of the variations existing are within the
ranges reported from this study. The same holds
true also for the majority of the causes of mortality, with nest desertion, egg infertility, and
human interference being the principal causes
of the obser\'ed mortality of eggs and voung.
There was no evidence of any mortality of voung
or eggs attributable to mammalian predation,
even though ground nests of Ferruginous Hawks,
Red-tailed Hawks, and Golden Eagles (the latter outside the study area l)ut within the same
habitat type) were directly accessible, and several carnivores, including coyotes, bobcats, kit
foxes and mountain lions were present in the
study area. Angell (196S) reported a FerruSi/nopsis of Mortoliti/

As

Hawks

fledging rates averaged

comparison, Dunstan
Adolphson and Jonkel, 1969) reported an
nest.
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1969 ) found

young fledged per

1.5

ri.\PTORs

In

average of 2.66 \<)ung fledged per nest for three
nests in South Dakota.
Red-tailed Hawks fledged an average of 1.74
voung per nest on the study area. Comparatively, tliis is higher than Craighead and Craighead (1956); Fitch, Swenson, and Tillotson
(1946); LeDuc (1970); and Luttich, Keith and
Stephenson ( 1971 ) but this is lower than the
overall average of 1.9 xoung fledged per nest
reported by Orians and Kuhlman (1956) and
;

Hagar (1957). Ellis in Florida and Dunstan in
South Dakota (in Adolphson and Jonkel, 1969)
found an average of 1.2 young and 2.5 young
fledged per nest, respectively, for each of the

is
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ginous Hawk pair successfully defending their
brood against an intruding coyote, which suggests

these raptors are

that

little

troui)led

l)\

Bulletin

.S(:ienc;k

gan, Craiglieatl and Craighead (1956) reported
tlie home ranges of 11 Marsh Hawk pairs as

0.974

0.17

'

s(i

miles.

such mammals. A\ian predation could be an
important factor, but it was actualh' only obser\-ed in the two cases of Golden Eagle predation on otlier raptors, as previously mentioned.

Burrow iug Owls on the studv area averaged
0.32 s(i miles in their home range coverages.
CJrant (1965) reported territorial sizes of 0.025
and 0.019 s(| miles for two pairs in Minnesota
and snggi'sted that pairs in colonies maintained

Territoriality

liome ranges of 0.016 to 0.028 s([ miles.
Sparrow Hawk home ranges of the study
area a\iiaged 0.29 sfj miles. Comparatively,
Craighead and Craighead (1956) reported average home ranges of 0.504 it 0.15 scj miles for
0.14 sq
five pairs in Michigan and 0.78

iiith Other Areas.
on home range size
from a tew published sources.

Compara-

Co))i])iirisoii.s

tive information

is

available

Golden Kagles on the study area maintained
average home ranges of 9.02 sq miles. This is
almost equivalent to the 9.0 sq miles of territory
reported by Watson (1957) for five pairs in
Scotland; however. Brown and Watson (1964)
found average Golden Eagle home ranges \arying from 20 to 34 sq miles.

Great Horned Owls on the study area mainhome ranges of 2.02 sq miles.
Comparaliveiy, Miller (1930) observed that
Great Horned Owls maintained an irregular
shaped territory, with the largest diameter of no
more than one-half mile, while Baumgartner
(1938) found Great Horned Owl territories to
haw a diameter of 0.5 miles. Craighead and
Craighead (1956) found h)ur pairs near Moose,
Wyoming, to ha\e an average home range of
0.15 s(| miles, or roughly half that of
0.82
the owls in central Utah.
Red-tailed Hawk home ranges on the study
are, a\eraged 2.5 s([ miles. Fitch, Swenson, and
6 Red-tai'ed
Tillotson (1946) reported that
Hawk territories in Ga!ih)rnia chaparral ranged
0.313 sq miles, but it is
from onh 0.125
possible tliat peripheral areas were not included
Craighead and Craigin their d-ti'rminations.
reported somewhat larger home
head ( 1956
ranges of six pairs in Michigan, which averaged
0.21 s(| miles. In Wvoming, they found
1.45
eight pairs ha\ing average home ranges of 0.731
tained a\-erage

±

I

—

)

±

-+:

O.ll

S((

There

is

miles.

no apparent comparative data for
Ferruginous Hawks and

the home ranges of
Short-eared Owls.

Swainson's

Hawk home

area axcrageil 1.51

and Craighead
0.95

±
s<i

ranges on the stud\
(Craighead

miles per pair.

(19.56)

reported an a\(Mage of

0.55 for five pairs.

Prairie Falcons

2.35

s(i

on the stud\ area a\eraged

miles in iiome range size. This

smaller than the 9.96

s((

is

much

miles Craighead and

Craighead (1956) reported for a pair in Wyoming.
Marsh Hawks on the stud\' area n^aii taii;ed
average home ranges of .68 S(| miles. In Mi iii

±

miles for 11 pairs in

Wyoming.

Ra\'ens on the studv area possessed average

home

ranges of 2.53 sq miles. Comparative data
from Moose, ^^'yoming, indicates that average
home ranges of three Raven pairs were 3.62
0.4 s(| miles (Craighead and Craighead, 1956).

±

Home

Characteristics.
Characterisranges of raptors on the study
area extended well out into the desert, which
tically,

Raiii^e

the

home

Some

serves as their principal hunting area.

the study area, however,

was imused;

contained no portions of an\' raptor

that

home

is,

of
it

ranges.

Such imused areas were t\pically far from any
and apparently undesirable in terms of food resources. Undoubtedly,
raptors which ha\e to travel less to provide sufficient food for their young are more efficient
in their reproductive efforts, and it is probable

potential nesting sites

that these peripheral areas are seldom,

if

ever,

utilized.

The rugged topography of the study area
plued an importai t role in preventing more
frecpient intraspecific coiitaets

lowed two raptor populations

and actually ale.xist, one on

to

each side of the centralK" located
Intraspecific

and

interspecific

hills.

home range

o\er!aps and distances between active nests ap-

peared to be a function of several factors, inehuling tolerance antl population densities, specific nesting site selection, and actixity patterns.
Intraspecific home ranges only slightly overlapped, if at all (except in the Burrowing Owl
case), and never o\erlapped in the \'icinit\' of
the nest sit(\ Inti-rspecific home range o\'erlap
was more common. Thus, home ranges of
CJolden I'^agles, CJreat HonKxl (h\ls, l'\'rruginous
Hawks, Swainson's Hawks, and Ra\ens all overlapped to some extent in amounts pre\iously
noted. Within this large raptor group, however,
home range o\'erlaps between members of the
same gemis, e.g., Biiteo. were less extensive than
l)etw(X'n
hntli

relativeU'

t^dldei

Kag'e

u^

related

aid

raptors.

Havei

home

Hence
ranges

BioLor.icAi. Sehien, N'ol. IS. No.

showed

.'3

Bueedinc Kcoi.ogv :w Ut.mi R.\ptoks

\irtuallv 100 per cent o\'erlap with

some

Ferruginous Hawks and Red-tailed
Hawks, and in one year with Swainson's Hawks
However, the actual nest site of each of
also.
pairs

of

these diurnal raptors w as relatively far removed
from nest sites of other species, and their flight
patterns

indicated a form of altitudinal

terri-

pemiitted movement to their
more commonly utilized hunting areas.
Home range overlaps between Great Horned
Owls and other raptors were common and often
extensive. In addition, their average distances
to nearest interspecific neighbors were the lowest of any of the large raptors on the study area.
toriality

which

this is a reflection of their acti\ity patterns
indicated by the aggressiveness with which

That
is

react to their presence when
Ob\iously then, Great Horned Owls
are able to take advantage of a large portion

other

raptors

flushed.

compared to the
diurnal Buteos because of the direct absence
of interspecific territorial competition, although
their populations are smaller than those of the
of the total habitat available

Ferruginous Hawk.

size in the raptors results in a positive slope of

±

0.0022

=

0.0004, significantly larger than zero

at the 0.001 level (Fig. 25). This
suggests that their larger bodv weights require
higher energy budgets, which in turn necessitate larger home ranges to provide adequate food
supply. The slightly smaller home ranges of the
(t

9.36)

Ferruginous Hawks and Swainson's Hawks (compared to those raptors of similar size, such as
the Great Horned Owl and Red-tailed Hawk)

may

reflect their nesting site preferences

which

them

place

nearer to their prey source in
the \'alleys. On the other hand, the relatively
large home ranges of the Prairie Falcons do not
appear to be explicable, except perhaps in
terms of the wide-ranging food procurement of
tills

raptor.

Relationship between Home Range Sizes
and Raptor Population Densities. Home ranges
of the Great Horned Owl, Red-tailed Hawk, and
Swainson's Hawk on the study area are, on the

whole, much larger than those recorded in
studies from other regions, suggesting that these
raptors range more widely
The increased home range sizes may

desert-nesting

on the study area
nested within the home ranges of one or more
of the larger raptors and occasionally, as previously noted, were pre\ ed upon by them. Home
ranges of these smaller raptors seldom overlapped between two species of comparable size,
e.g., the Sparrow Hawk and Burrowing Owl,

Most

6.3

of the smaller raptore

much variation occurred in other cases. Burrowing Owls displaced the greatest interspecific
tolerances, but their differing activity patterns
contributed to the allowance of their observed
home range overlaps with Marsh Hawks. Similarly, the close nesting and high degree of overlap between Marsh Hawk and Short-eared
Owl home ranges can also be attril)uted to differing activity patterns which pre\ented direct
confrontation between the two species. Marsh
Hawk pairs were generally tolerant of intraspecific and interspecific home range overlaps.
Raven pairs, however, tolerated little intraspecific home range overlap even though their large
home ranges overlapped considerably with other
but

food.

for
also

which provides
nesting sites in the hills and foothills and thereby promotes the location of nests on the perimereflect the nature of the habitat,

ter of the

relatively

home
larger

Another aspect of the

range.

territories

may

relate

to

the

low population densities of these central Utah

The 1970 home ranges of
Great Horned Owls, Ferruginous Hawks, Redtailed Hawks, Marsh Hawks and Ravens were
larger than the comparable home ranges of the
denser 1939 populations of these species, but the
raptor populations.

species.

Relationship of Speciei'

Home

Raniie Sizes.

With few exceptions there is an e\ident relationship between raptor weight and territorial
size, with the Sparrow Hawks maintaining the
smallest and Golden Eagles the largest observed
home ranges. Schoener (1968) has shown a
strong relationship between territorial size and
body weight iov a number of herl)i\'orous and
predatory bird species. The determination of a
similar regression of bodv weight to territorial

1500
Raptor

Kif^.

weight

in

gms.

Hflationship between raptor weight and terrisize.
Niimlier.s refer to raptor .species as
previously noted.
2,5.

torial

)
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diffcrcnci's

arc not statistically significant and
he made until additional

correlation cannot

tiic

data arc acciinuilatcd. Other studies ha\i' shown

such a relationship hetween territory size and
population density, with territories becoming
larger as popidation densities decrease (Craigliead and Craighead, 1956; Krebs, 1970; South1970). However, the already large home
ranges on the study area suggest that any additional increase in size over those recorded might
be negated by the reduced efficiency of food
procurement, although we have no way of demern,

onstrating this at present.

Functiom

of the

Home

it

is

The

classic

behavior
a method of population regu-

concept of the function of
suggests that

Ranges.

certainly regulated the indipopidations and probablv also the
combined Butco species populations in regions
of tlie studs' area with di-nse raptor populations,
but of course it would not be operative in the regions of low population density. In addition,
evidence of old nests was present in many regions of the study area which remained unused
by the raptors during this study. This tends to
preclude the possibilitv that territory was a
major limiting factor in regulating breeding
populations, except locally, and suggests instead
that the raptor population of this area may be
undergoing a long-tenn overall decline caused
l)v an as vet unidentified factor or factors.
Territoriality

\id\ial species

territorial

and other vertebrates (Howard,
1920; Wynne-Edwards, 1955, 1962). All raptors
residing on the study area maintained definite
home ranges and largely confined their activities

Predation

lation in birds

Comparison.'i iiith Other Areas.

Raptors are
predatory
and take a variety of prey throughout

considerably
hal)its

opportunistic

their

in

For this reason,
on food habits of the

within them. Pairs reoccupying their territories
of the previous breeding season maintained simi-

different parts of their range.

home ranges from year to year (within the
noted size changes previously discussed) if the
same nest site was reoccupied, but modified
their boundaries somewhat if a new nest site was
chosen, with the new territorial shape confoniiing to the pattern of radiation away from the

various species of raptors is plentiful, comparisons will be limited only to the major food items.

lar

iK'w nesting site. In a few cases, the new home
ranges differed grcatl\- in shape and specific
boundaries compared with the previous breeding season, perhaps due to the replacement of
one or both members of a pair. Southern ( 1970

found
little

tliat

Tawnv Owl

from year

nesting

sites.

territories

to year,

This

may

changed

\er\'

even with changes

in

reflect the differences

between the nonmigratory Tawny Owls, which
maintain year-round territories, versus the migratory species nesting on the Utah study area,
wliicli

each year must return and reclaim their

territories.

Thus, although all raptors on th<> study area
in a sense territorial, it is questionable as
to wliether territoriality limited or regulated
their populations. Brown (1969) has suggested
types of territorial behavior which acting as a
functiem of population densities would not be

were

limiting at low

would
be able to breed), but they would tend to be
limiting at high population levels because some
pairs would be excluded from Ijreeding.
Unforttmately, none of his categories exactly fits
densities

(i.e.,

all

raptors

the territorial behavior of the raptor population
within the present study area which, as we have

already shown, depends primarily on
food supply as a breeding stimulus.

tiie

relative

and because

literature

All of the large raptors

in this

area relied

heavily, indeed almost completely, on

moiphs

tlu'

lago-

Although
the frequency of lagomorphs to total prey
items in the diet varied somewhat between the
for

their chief food source.

five large raptor species, their relative contribution to tlic total prey l)iomass was consistently
above 90 percent for each species, with the remaining prey species contributing only minor
amounts to the total prey biomass and commonly to the total prey frequency
Elsewhere, the studies of Gloyd (1925), McAtee (1935), Woodgerd (1952), Arnold (1954),
Carnie (1954), McGahan (1968), Whitfield et
al.
(1969), and Packard et a).
(1969) have
shown a similar predominance of lagomorphs
(Lepus and Sijh:Hiii!,us sp. ) ranging from 28 to
96 perc(Mit in Colden Eagle diets. Other important prey items from these studies included
ground si|iiirrels (principally Sj)crmophihis),
.

wliicli constituted over 26 percent of tlic prey
taken by California Golden Eagles in Carnie's
(1954) study, and a variety of avian species

wliieh gcMicrally constituted less than 15 percent

Murie (1944) reported
an Alaskan population which fed prim;u-ily on
ground squirrels (CiteUus unduhitus). A number
of the total prey items.

European studies ha\-e reported high(M- avian
prev bcqueneiis ( Hagaii, 1952; Lockie and
Stephen. 19.39; Uttendorfer, 19.39); Watson, 1957;
iJrown and Watson, 1964), and the latter reported that Red Grouse and Ptarmigan ( Lagopus s\). comprised 60 percent ol the total mimof

)
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of prey
population.

iti-ins

bt-r

Errington

Bheedinc

Golden Eagle

of a Scottish

(1932c),

Et:oi.or.Y

Hanierstrom

Ellington,

and Hamerstrom (1940), Alcorn (1942), Baumgartner and Baumgartner (1944), Fitch (1947),
brians and Kuhlman (1956), Crawford (1968),
Seidensticker (1968), and Marti (1969a) also
found lagomorphs to be the principal volumetric
contribution to the Great Horned Owl diets
within their respective study areas, but found
most other prey species more important in temis

Thus, Fitch (1940) found woodfuscipes) and Jerusalem Crickets
(Stenapclmatus) being taken most commonlv;
Brodic and Maser (1967), Crawford (1968),
Seidensticker (1970). and Marti (1969a) found
murids taken most frequently; and Baumgartner and Baumgartner (1944) reported cotton
rats (Sigmodon hispidus) as the most frequently
taken prev item on their study area. In other
areas lagt)morphs were absent or negligible constituents of Great Horned Owl diets.
Burns
(1952) reported a Florida Great Horned Owl
family preying primarily on American coots
(Fulica americana), and Bond (1940) found
harvest mice (Reithrodontomt/s mcg.aIotis) to
be the principal constituent of the diet of a Neof frequency.
rats

(Neotoma

vada population.
Red-tailed

Hawk

show wide

diets similarlv

throughout their range, and lagomorphs are often unimportant constituents.
Fisher (1895) and McAtee (1935) found murids
to be the principal food item of their food habits
studies, and Errington (1932c) and Errington
and Breckinridge (193S) reportctl almost e([ual
numbers of mice and ground squirrels. Later studies ha\e also revealed the importance of ground
squiiTels, which comprised the majority of prey
items of studies in Wyoming ( Craighead and
Craighead, 1956), California (Fitch. Swenson,
variations

and

Tillotson, 1946),

Keith,

1966).

and Canada

(

Meslow and

Recently,

have shown the

Luttich et al.
Richardson's ground

(1970)
s<{uirrt'l

(Spermophilits ricJiardsonii) to be- the most important constituent of the total prey biomass of
Alberta Red-tailed Hawk populations. In contrast to the heavy utilization of inamiiials noted
from the above studies, Orians and Kuhlman
foimd their Wisconsin population preying
( 1956)
consistentl)' upon birds, of which pheasants
(Phdiiauits colchinus) were tlie most iiiipoitant
item.

However. Hardv (1939) found the most

important pre\
central

Utah

of a

Red-tailed

Hawk

to consist of lagoin(n[)]is

nest

in

and blow-

snakes.

In

Montana,

ruginous

Hawks

Cameron (1914) found
to

!)(

feeding

primarilv

Fer-

on

of Utah Rm-fobs
prairie dogs

(

Ct/nomt/s sp.
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)

and meadow mice,

but Fisher (1895) and Angell (1968) reported
that lagomorphs comprised the greater proportion of prey items from their studies, followed
by ground squirrels. Both Cameron (1914)
and Angell (1968) noted that birds were taken
most fretjuently during the first weeks after the
young had hatched, an observation in agreement with the present study.

Food habits of Swainson's Hawks apparently
vary greatly. Cameron (1913), Munro (1929),
Fisher (1S95), and White (1966) have all reported large numbers of insects taken by this
species, but their principal volumetric prey items

apparenth' ground squirrels (Craighead
and Craighead, 1956). In Utah, Stanford (1929)
reported a pair feeding on field mice and crickare

ets.

Prairie Falcons on the Utah study area
preyed most fre(]uently upon Horned Larks and
ground squirrels, but juvenile lagomorphs contributed much of their total prey biomass. Elsewhere, the studies of Fowler (1931), McAtee
(1935), Bond (1939), Enderson (1964), and
Edwards ( 1968 ) reported similar prey preference's, with the exception of the lagomorphs. In
other studies, T\ler (1923) reported the virtually complete utilization of birds by a California population, while Craighead and Craighead (1956) found both meadow mice and
ground scjnirrels to be taken twice as often as

avian prey.

Marsh Hawks on the study area preyed primarily upon deer mice, although birds were
also taken and juvenile lagomorphs were important constituents of the total prey biomass.

McAtee (1935) found birds, particularly Song
Sparrows (Melo.spiza sp.), to be the most fre(|uent species in the stomachs he examined, followed by meadow mice and lagomorphs. Breckinridge (1935) and Errington and Breckinridge
(1936) also reported a predominance of avian
prey but found that gnnmd squirrels and cottontails comprised the larger portion of the total
prey biomass. In contrast, Craighead and Craighead ( 1956 reported meadow mice occurring
most frequently in Michigan, followed by birds,
\\itii rabbits and ground s((uirrels each comprising relatively nnnor amoxnits of the total
prey biomass.
)

Short-eared Owls on the study area utilized
prim:uily white-footed deer mice, followed by
kangaroo rats. Elsewhere, Short-eared Owls

seem

to exhibit a distinct preference for small
mannnais, paiticularK deer mice and meadow
nnce, and Errington (1932e), Snyder and Hope
(1938), Fischer (1947), Kirkpatrick and Con-
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way (1947), Johnston (1956), Short and Drew
(1962), and Munyer (1966) all recorded high
incidences of these two prey species. In addition, all of the above studies also recorded large
numbers of birds taken as prey.
Sparrow Hawks on the study area took a

wide variety of prey, but invertebrates were
their main dietary item, particularly grasshoppers; deer mice were next in importance. Heintzelman (1964) has summarized much of tlie information on North American Sparrow Hawk
predation and indicates that murid rodents and
grasshoppers are the most common components
of the Sparrow Hawk diet.
Invertebrates, particularly grasshoppers, comprised the majority of the prey taken by Burrowing Owls on the study area. Scott (1940)
reported Burrowing Owl populations in Iowa
to be preying primarily on locustids and scarabids and noted that vertebrates were rarely
taken, in agreement with the findings of Bourdo
and Hesterberg (1950) in Michigan. Grant
(1965) and Marti (1969a), however, while noting a similar heavy utilization of invertebrates,
also found that murids formed a conspicuous
portion of the total prey biomass.
Suqjrisingly, lagomoiphs were an important
element of the Raven diet in central Utah, but
an unknown percentage was undoubtedly carrion. Deer mice were next in importance and
were the most fre<iuently taken prey species.
Nelson (1934) also found a heavy utilization of
lagomorphs (51 percent of the total prey taken),
followed by invertebrates, chiefly insects.

Prey Species Taken Versus
of these central

AvailaJnlitij.

Utah raptors show

Many

similarities

food habits, particularly when compared
within their rilative size classes. Raptors have
been shown to respond to temporarily superabundant foods, but are also considerably opportunistic and will apparently take whatever
in their

and most easily and efficiently
caught. Comparisons between the total number
of available prey species (potentials derived
from Fautin, 1946) reveal that the collective rapis

available

tor population utilized much of its potential
prey base. Thus 60.7 percent ( 17 of the 28
species listed by Fautin ) of the mammal species,
51.1 percent (2.3 of a potential 45) of tlie birds,
70 percent of the reptiles (7 of 10 species), and
11.9 percent of the available invertebrate famiwere utilized by
lies (8 of 67 plus families)
one or another raptor species.

However, the food habits studies were designated primarily to ascertain major predation
trends and, although sufficient, are not exhaustive. Hence, these raptors almost certainly will

take more prey species than revealed by this
study, although this would occur only rarely. Instead, only a few species were heavily utilized

and these tended to be the most common
mals on the study area.

ani-

Lagomorphs, primarily the black-tailed jackwere the most heavily utilized vertebrate
prev species and were recorded as prey more
frecjuentlv than any other vertebrate species.
As such, and in some fonn, they were the major
rabbit,

prev of 7 of the 11 species of raptors studied,
including the 5 large raptor species. Only the
smaller raptors excluded this species from their
Black-tailed jackrabbits were also the
most abundant and conspicuous mediumsized mammal on the study area. All of the

diet.

single

showed great efficiency in procuring
the \()ung of this species, and as many as nine
immature jackrabbits were recorded in a Golden
raptors

Eagle nest

at

one time.

Other mammals of particular importance as
prev iucludetl the anti'lope ground sf^uirrel, two
kangaroo rat species, and the deer mouse. Antelope ground sciuirrels were a common food item of
the large raptors and most of the medium-sized
raptors, but failed to appear in the diets of the
smaller raptors. They were the most frequent
mammalian prey of the Prairie Falcon. Kangaroo rats were a very common minor penneant
influent and were significant elements of the
diets of all of the owl species nesting on the
study area and also the crepuscular Ferruginous
Hawk. Both Ord"s kangaroo rat and the chiseltoothed kan:i;ar(io rat were taken b\' Great
Horned Owls and Ferruginous Hawks, but
only the former was taken by Burrowing Owls
aiul Sliort-eared Owls, whose home ranges were
restricted to the \allev floor. Deer mice were
distributed in all the stud\ area habitats and
were fre(|uentlv taken by four raptors, including
the Red-tailed Hawk, and less fre(juently by
Tuost of the otliiT raptor species.

Horned Larks were the most prevalent avian
the study area and were tlie only
bird spi'cies of major importance as prey. They
were recorded among the prey of 10 raptor

species on

species,

eared

being excluded only from the Short-

OuTs

diet.

Locustids were the onlv inxertebrates taken
in large numhiTS and were included in the diet
of four raptor species. They were of particular
importance to both Burrowing Owls and Sparrow Hawks. Interestingly Fautin (1946) found
Orthoptcraus nuieh less common than at least
eiglit otlicr major insect orders, which suggests
lliat these represent a lower limit of efficient
prey size available to the raptors on tlu' studv
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representing the

which might be taken).

Relationship
Preij.

18,

betiveen

Raptors

and

Their

In examining the food habits of raptors,

the frequency percentage of prev items can be

considered to reflect the prey species which the
raptors are expending time and energy to obtain, whereas the biomass percentages essentially
reveal what prey species sustain the raptors.
Logically, raptors will be most efficient if they
can expend their energies on the largest prey
species which they are able to safely capture
and kill, thereby achieving a maximization of
the ratio between the food biomass necessarv
for their daily energy budget and their energyexpending hunting time. An analysis of the
raptor-prey size relationships on the study area
reveals this to be the case (Fig. 26), and a
gradual increase in mean prey weight was found
to correspond with an increase in average raptor
species weight. The regression of the two variables results in a positive slope of 0.601
0.221, significantly larger than zero at the 0.001

±

level (t

^

ations in

4.92).

There were no significant

mean prey weight between

vari-

approximately the same weight. This is evident
comparisons of mean prey weights of the Ruteo
hawks and Great Horned Owl and points up

the fact that these species must bv directly competing for the same food.
In summary, the predatoiy habits of these
a\aiiabilitv

ferential selection correlating with the raptor's

body weight. Although apparently no available
prey species was too small to serve potentially
as a food source, several of the largest

were not

utilized, including the

mule

mammals
deer, bad-

ger, coyote and kit fox. These species are apparently larger than the maximum prey weight

wliich can safely and efficiently be obtained and
are thus safe from avian predation, although

infrequent accounts of Golden Eagles attacking
mule deer (Craighead and Craighead,
1956), bighorn sheep lambs (Kennedy, 1948),
pronghorn antelope (Lehti, 1947), and whiteor killing

tailed deer

(

Willard, 1916 ) have been recorded.

With one exception, no examples of raptor
predation on game or domestic species were
found during this stud\-, despite the fact that
the valleys served for sheep range and lambing
during the spring months. McGahan (1968)
also reported a conspicuous lack of predation on
domestic sheep and lambs in Montana. Ravens
on the study area, however, sometimes lined
their nests with slieep wool, probably taken
from carrion.

raptors of

in

raptors reflect pre\
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and a

size dif-

The Ferruginous Hawk
Ferruginous

Hawks were

the predominant
also the dominant Buteos. In this respect, they appear to displace the Red-tailed Hawk and Swainson's Hawk
and limit the respective populations of these
species within the study area habitats. Allen
raptors on the study area

(1874)

also

recorded

and

Ferruginous

Hawks

as

numerous raptor in Montana with the
exception of the Sparrow Hawk, and recently
Gra)son (in Adolphson and Jonkcl, 1969) reported that Ferruginous Hawks were di.splacing
Red-tailed Hawks and occupying their former
the most

Texas panhandle. The

ni'sting territories in the

same

the Utah area also, as
( 1944 ) reported
Inthe most common

possibilit)- exists in

evidenced by the fact that Behle
i

Swainson's

1000

hawks

Hawks

to

of the central I'tah valleys.

Yet the Ferruginous Hawk's dominance and
indeed its presence is highly limited by its narrow breeding habitat recjuirements, as previously
discussed.

Fig. 26.

Relationship between raptor weiglit and

weight of prey

mean

N'umhers refer to
raptor species and follow standard te.\t numbers.
The number 1.3 refers to the Long-eared Owl, included in this correlation analysis.
.species

taken.

In faxorable areas

it

consistently pro-

duces significantly larger clutches than any of
the other large raptors on the study area and
also succeeds in fledging more young per nest.
In these areas it is apparently limited only by
its
minimmn interspecific (nearest neighbor)
nesting site distances. But it tends to be entirely absent from unfavorable habitats, which
stands in marked contrast to the relatively versatile Great Horned Owl,
Red-tailed Hawk,
Raven, and e\'eii Ciolden Eagle, which may on
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occasion disphu' a surprisingly wide choice of
nesting sites. Its absence from less favorable

93.3 percent of the total prey bioniass. The two
principal species \\ere, in order of their im-

conspicuous and can be predicted on

portance, Old's kangaroo rat and the dei'r mouse.
The mean prey weight taken by this species

areas

is

the basis of the vegetational and topographic
Thus, neither steepfeatures of the habitat.
sided canyons nor the interiors of piuNon-juniper
woodlands were utilized. Neither of these habi-

support the high lagomorph populations
which constitute the chief prey of the FerruConsequently, these habitats
ginous Hawks.
may have been avoided because they would
necessitate longer flight times to and from the
more favorable sagebrush and grassland hunting areas, and additional time would have to be
tats

food procurement. Instead, the Ferrupairs choose to nest within very
short distances of their food supply, thereby
lessening the problem of procuring adequate
.spent in

ginous

Hawk

food for their large l^roods.
This suggests that Ferruginous Hawks are
in numbers because they find suitable
habitats within th(> limits of the study area
which allow a maximization of their productivUndoubtedh', their status as the largest of
ity.
the North American Buteos is also contributory.

dominant

The Long-eared Owl
Long-eared Owl in this area
uncertain. Although Henshaw (1875) and Bee and Hutchings (1942) recorded this species nesting in pinyon-juniper,
only one nest was fomid in this habitat type
during the present study. It was located in an
old Ferruginous Hawk nest constructed in the
top of a juniper and within a dense pinyonjuniper stand in southwestern Rush \'alley ( Fig.
27). The nest was approximately 2.5 ft x 3.0 ft
and almost flat. On 3 Ma)' it contained three
newly hatched young and three eggs and on
26 May fi\e nearly full grown young were
present and sul)se(|ui'ntly banded.

The

status of the

of the Great Basin

is

and several prey remains were
nest and analyzed. The results are presented in Table 40. Mammals comprised 90.4 percent of tlie total prey taken and
Fifteen

p(>ll(ts

removed from

Table 40.

Food

tlie

liahils

of

Long-eared Owls

1970.

4.5 gms higher than the
prey weight taken by the closely related
species, the Short-eared Owl. This is, however,
three and four times larger than the mean prey
weight taken by Sparrow Hawks and Burrowing
Owls on the study area, although a wide overlap within the variety of prey taken by these

was 40.S gms, or only
in(\ui

four raptors

evident.

is

The absence

of Long-eared

Owl

nests

on the

study area invites comment, as does their apparent scarcity in the pinyon-juniper community.
.'\s pre\i()usly discussed. Long-eared Owls comprised a sizeable portion of the wintering owl
populations and were trapped almost three times
as often as Great Horned Owls. Yet they were
virtually absent from the same area during the
breeding season. Although both Long-eared
Owls and Great Horned Owls prey on some
similar species, their prey selection differential
is great; hence, their rare breeding status cannot be attributed to severe competition with the
larger owl. However, the combination of breeding habitat recjuirements and potential predaLong-eared
offers
another possibility.
tion
Owls do not construct their own nests but rather
utilize abandoned nests of a wide variety of
avian and mammal species, and in other parts of
their range, sciuirrel nests and Cooper's Hawk
nests are frequently utilized ( Bent, 1938; ArmRe)nolds, 1970). In addition,
strong, 1958;

these nests are nonnallv placed in dense conifer
In the
stands ( Randle and Austing, 1952).
pinyon-juniper habitat, however, the only nests

Hawk,
Hawk, and Swainson's Hawk. All

a\ailable are those of the Ferruginous

Red-tailed

of these are constructed in the tops of junipers

and are direeth exposed to potential predators
from aljove. I'^irthermore, probably all ot the
large raptors wliieli nest in this area are capable

Long-eared Owls, and in other areas
Golden Fagles McGahan, 196S), Great Horned
Owls
Hamerstroiii, and Hamerl'",rringt()n,

of killing

(

(
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Fig. 27.

Juniper

tree

nest
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containing;

a

brood

of

five

voung

69

Owls

Long-eared

in

Rush

30

V'allev.

May,

1969.

1940), and Red-tailed Hawks (Collins,
1962) have been recorded as preying upon this
species. B. F. Harrison (personal communicaStrom,

example wherein a Longeared Owl was flushed from a similar juniper
tion) cites a specific

nest (in this

same area) containing eight

well-

developed eggs. When rechecked about two
hours later, both eggs and adults had disappeared. The rapidity of their disappearance and
the absence of remains of either the eggs or
adults suggests that the predator was probably
a hawk or Raven.

The above considerations suggest that Longeared (>wls recjuire well-concealed nesting sites
in dense cover or thickets, all of which are lacking in the pinxon-juniper commimity. Hence,
their breetling suec(\ss is rendered uncertain because of the high le\e]s of exposinc of the only
available nesting

sites.

young, or resulted

The

effect of the investigations

and the pres-

ence of the investigators are difficult to evaluate
except where such presence clearly led directly
to the destruction of the raptor's nests, eggs or

The

on raptor nesting

effect

activities

was often deleterioiLS. Despite the fact that nest
visits were kept short, particularly in cold weathMost commonly
er, adverse effects occurred.
these effects took the fonn of nest abandonment,
with loss of eggs and yoiuig occurring less fre(juently.
There is some indication, however,
that the birds adjusted

gators after the
of the pairs

first

somewhat

to the investi-

breeding season, and several

which had abandoned

their nests

1967 tolerated similar nest visits during the
subscciuent breeding seasons and nested successin

fully.

However, some— particularly two Golden

Eagle pairs— never became tolerant of
presence and activities.

human

The

aggressiveness of the adults toward the
among species
and among pairs of a species and even within the
investigatois varied greatly, both

members

Effect of the Investigator

in adult mortality.

of the investigators

Generally Golden Eagles
rapidly departed and
did not reappear during nest visits, but Ferruginous Hawks and Red-tailed Hawks always
pressed attacks if young were in the nest, although terminating them before actual contact
was made. Great Horned Owls were probably
of a pair.

and Swainson's

Hawks

BiiioiiAM

the most dangerous raptors in the study area.
Several females made det(>rmhied attaeks, and

made

In

summary, the

species to

None, however, made serious threats or dctennined attacks against the investigators.

densit\' of this

actual

eontact,

activities of the investiga-

provoke the nesting raptor
some extent and apparently resulted

tion did apparentlv

two knocking one
and the
tiiird lacerating the scalp and forehead of a
colleague ( Bruce Arnell, personal communication). Of the medium-sized and small-sized raptors, Prairie Falcons were the most aggressive
and Ravens and Sparrow Hawks the most vocal.
three

of the authors out of the nesting tree,
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in mortality in e.xtre'me cases.

The

effect of this

mortality on the total population and population trends is tmknown, but it is certainly not
as drastic as the
actix'ities

sum

directed

total of

against

which must contribute
area.

untoward human

the nesting raptors,

to the overall low raptor
Only additional evidence

permit definite conclusions, however.

will

SUMMARY
A

studv of the breeding ecologv of raptorial
was conducted in central Utah from 1967
to 1970.
The objectives of the study were to
provide four years of (juantitative data on the
breeding raptor populations and their distribubirds

tion, their habitat utilization,

and success,

territorialits

,

vearlv productivity

and predation.

The study

area supported a total of 354 individuals of 12 raptor species during the four study
years.
The vearlv raptor population varied

from 8 to 11 raptor species and from 32 to 46
Individuals commonly comprised from
pairs.
9 to 13 percent of the yearly raptor population,
and a varying percentage of pairs did not attempt to nest. Ferruginous Hawks were the
predominant raptor species and comprised
some 19 percent of the total yearly raptor population.
Other important raptors included the
CJolden Fagle, Red-tailed Hawk, and Raven.
Yearly population densities averaged 0.5
pairs per square mile, much lower than raptor
populations found in Michigan and Wyoming
((Iraigliead and Craigliiad, 1956).
However,
much of the area was not utilized, and if such
areas were eliminated from the calculations, the
raptor population densities would be increased.
The breeding activities of the collective raptor population occurred ovi'r a period of eight
months.
Raptor species exhibited a definite
breeding sequence relative to one another, and
each species initiates! its nesting activities at
slightly different time periods, although some
overlap occurred between early and late nesters
of different species.

Cireat

Horned Owls and

Colden Eagles were the

first raptors to initiate
nesting activities, usuall\- in late January or earh
February. Red-tailed Hawks were the first of
tlie migratory raptors to return and begin nesting and were closely followed by Ferruginous

Hawks. Swainson's Hawks were the

May

last of

the

begin nesting, usuailv in lati'
or June, and at approximately the same

large raptors

to

time Cooper's

Hawks and Burrowing Owls

ini-

tiated tluMr nesting activities.

The

raptors exhibited a

site selection

wide range of nest
by the

within the limits imposed

study area ]ial)itat. The large raptors nested
primarily in cliffs (including ([uarries) or junipers; but many of the medium- and small-sized
raptor species, such as the Marsh Hawk, Shorteared Owl, and Burrowing Owl were ground
nesters. Obserxations indicated that several of
the raptor species exhibited a vertical stratification of nesting sites. Territories and, less commonly, nesting sites were usually reoccupied by
a pair of the sanie species.

The fecundity

of the collective raptor popubetween years. Specific causes of
mortality of eggs and young included nest desertion and destruction, predation, apparent egg
infertilit\-, and accidents.
Human interference
was the probable cause of most of the observed
nest desertion and destruction. Approximately
6.5 percent of all eggs produced were apparently infertile, of which the majority were from
lation varied

Ferruginous Hawk nests.
The observed home ranges

of the raptor
function of their relative size
and breeding status. Thus, nesting pairs maintained larger home ranges than nonnesting pairs,
wliieh in turn held larger home ranges than in-

species

were

a

Tlie sizes and shapes of the liome
ranges confonned generally to the topography
of the nesting Idcale and usualK' ranged widely

dividuals

into the surrounding desert. Distanci'S bi'tween
nearest neighbors of closely related species of
similar weight were greater than between relati\(l\
unrelated species. An exception occurs
bi'twcen species witli iliffering acti\itv pat-

such as tlu' nocturnal owls and the diurnal
hawks. ( )verlapping of home ranges was seldom

terns,

between pairs of the same species,
was somewhat more frecjuent between

substantial

but

it

pairs of diftereiit species.

Biological Seiues.

Kach

\'oi,.

IS,

\o. 3
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of the raptor species maintained defi-

nite luinting activity periods.

The ob\ious

dif-

between the diumal hawks,
and the nocturnal owls; but
ravens,
and
eagles
at least one species, the Ferruginous Hawk, exferential occurred

hibited a crepuscular hunting activity timetable.
The food of the raptors on the study area

included at least 55 different prey species, but
most relied hea\'ily on only 1 or 2 species. The
principal prey of the majority of the large rap-

was the black-tailed jackrabbit, which also
figured prominently in the diets of some of the
medium-sized raptors. Other prey species of im-

tors

71

the antelope ground scjuirrel, two kangaroo rat

the white-footed deer mouse, and the
Tlie smaller raptors also took

species,

Horned Lark.
large numbers

of invertebrates, principally or-

Gencrallv the raptors preyed heavily
upon the most aliundant potential prey species,
and a correlation of predator-prey size was
found, indicating that the various raptor species
preyed most heavily upon the largest prey
species which they could most efficiently capture and kill. No examples of raptor predation
on game or domestic livestock were found during the study period.
thopterans.

portance to one or more raptor species included
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APPENDIX-WEIGHTS OF PREY SPECIES USED
Appro.v. wt.

Species

MAMMALS
Lepus

californicus

Si/Ivilagus sp.

Spermopliilus tDunsendi

Ammospermophihis
Eutcnnius minimus

leuctirus

TfioDuimyv hotlac
Perognathus parvus
Peroiinuthtis formosus
Dipodomtjs microps
Dipodomi/s ordii

Microdipodops meii.acephalus
Ontjchomijs leucogaster
Reithrodentomi/s mcii.(dofis
Peromiiscus mitniculalus
Neotoma lepida
Micruttts sp.

Mustehi frenata

BIRDS
Btiteo sitditisoui

IN

Societv.

THE BIOMASS CALCULATIONS.
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Zetiaklura macroura

Ask) flammeus
Chordeiles minor
Phdlacnoptilus nuttallii

TijTdnnns verticelis
Sai/ornis saija

Olocoris cdpestris
Pica pk;a
Ctjanocephalus ct/anocephalus

Oreoscoptes montamis
Sialki curnicokles
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REPTILES
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